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Depot will be open around 0900. Business Meeting will be held around 1000. Afterwards 
there may be a tour of the Flint Hills Plant at Menlo. Then after lunch (we will order in 
pizzas) we plan to have a free for all slide show until 1500. 

You do not have to be a member to attend. There will be a freewill donation to help with 
cost of the rental of the building and the pizza. 

Questions please email me direct. davekroeger40@gmail.com. 

Dave Kroeger - President, Iowa Chapter NRHS 
 

OCT 20, 2018 - RPM CHICAGOLAND OPERATING SESSION  
From:    "proto48@groups.io" 
Date:    Wed, September 26, 2018 2:09 am 
To:      tbrug@aol.com 

Chicago RPM operating session 
From: Ted Schnepf 
Date: Tue, 25 Sep 2018 13:18:50 EDT 

This year the Chicagoland RPM meet is hosting its 25th year of shows.  I believe it is 
the oldest, and definitely the show with the most clinics, about a wide variety of 
subjects.  If you have never attended a RPM meet, Chicago is the best.  
www.rpmconference.com 

As in past years, I will host a Sunday morning operating session following the Chicago 
RPM meet.  The Op session is Sunday, Oct 20, from 9 AM to 1 PM.  No experience is 
necessary.  Sign ups off line. 

Looking forward to seeing many of you in a little over three weeks. 

Ted 

Rails Unlimited 
Ted Schnepf 
railsunl@sbcglobal.net 
847-697-5353 
126 Will Scarlet 
Elgin, Ill. 60120 
http://RailsUnlimited.ribbonrail.com/ 

http://www.rpmconference.com
http://RailsUnlimited.ribbonrail.com/
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OCTOBER 20, 2018 - ROCK ISLAND DAYS AT ROSWELL, CO 
 

 

EX-RITS ST LOUIS GROUP MEETS QUARTERLY AT KIRKWOOD 
MO AMTRAK PASSENGER STATION 

Next meeting: October 28 – 5:00 pm until 9:00pm, with Amtrak and UP 
thoughtfully providing entertainment. 
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NOVEMBER 3, 2018 FRIENDS  OF  THE  ROCK  ISLAND 28TH  
SEMI-ANNUAL  CHICAGOLAND MEETING  

Saturday, November 3, 2018    6:30pm — 9:00pm  
Grace United Methodist Church - Lower Level (enter at rear)  
12739 Maple Avenue  Blue Island, IL  

PROGRAM:     
6:30 PM – "Mini" Swap Meet / Display - Bring items you want to trade, sell or show. 
Limited # of free tables.  One table per dealer limit.  Reservations required — first 
reserved first served.  
7:30 PM – Presentation(s):  *subject to change*  
Steve Hile will present a program about the RI’s Decorah branch.  
Paul Schuch stopped in at the Manly RR museum and will present photos and report on 
the status there.  

FARE:    Free will donation to pay for flyers, mailing and a donation to the church for the 
use of their facilities.  

CONTACTS: General Information:  
Jim Suhs <jamessuhs_at_sbcglobal.net> 815-588-1504.  
Tom Mitoraj <mitoraj_at_yahoo.com> 630-606-7030.  
Swap Tables: Paul Hunnell <phunnell_at_yahoo.com> 630-369-0221.  

1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P and CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER BOOK 

*** STILL AVAILABLE! *** 
1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P and CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER BOOK.   
300-PAGE BOUND VOLUME reprint.  
  
*Individual numbers* and detailed statistics shown for each type of equipment as 
follows: Steam Locomotives, Motor cars, Passenger cars ,Freight cars, MofW 
equipment, Stations, Shops, Engine houses, Turntables, Coaling stations, Stock yards, 
Junctions/Interchanges, Personnel ...and MORE. A wealth of fascinating information.  
You will not be disappointed! 
300 pages:  $12 + $2.50 postage (lower 48).   
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Please email to PHunnell@yahoo.com for simple ordering info and/or request to 
see sample pages.   

 

3. NEW PRODUCTS: 
  

NEW STEVE HILE BOOK - UTLX STEAM ERA TANK CARS 

UTLX Steam Era Tank Cars by Stephen Hile published by Ted Culotta's Speedwitch 
Media 
From: Rufus Cone 
Date: Thu, 02 Aug 2018 01:29:40 EDT 

The hefty hardback UTLX Steam Era Tank Cars by Stephen Hile published by Ted 
Culotta's Speedwitch Media arrived in my mailbox today.   It is nicely laid out and 
packed with clearly printed photographs, drawings, and information.   Some of the 
photos are in color. 

http://speedwitchmedia.com/product/utlx-steam-era-tank-cars/ 

This covers cars through 1952.  It answers many questions. 

--  
Rufus Cone 
Bozeman, MT 
-- 
https://groups.io/g/proto48/message/20778 

 

MASK ISLAND DECALS - NEW ROCK ISLAND AUTO PARTS 
BOXCAR DECALS 

mailto:PHunnell@yahoo.com?subject=Rock%20Island%20Reporter
http://speedwitchmedia.com/product/utlx-steam-era-tank-cars/
https://groups.io/g/proto48/message/20778
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From:    "hubert mask u33b190@yahoo.com [RITSlist]" 
Date:    Tue, August 7, 2018 3:27 pm 
      
        

Mask Island Decals Inc. is pleased to release another set for Rock Island Modelers. The 
set is designed for Pullman Standard 86 foot auto parts cars.  Block lettering and Coon 
skin logo. 

Please visit my web site. http://www.maskislanddecals.com 

Hubert Mask 
Mask Island Decals Inc. 

 

http://www.maskislanddecals.com
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NEW EXACTRAIL GSC BULKHEAD FLAT CAR 

From:    "Steve Hile" 
Date:    Fri, July 27, 2018 11:47 am 
To:      RITSlist@yahoogroups.com 
         RockIslandLines@groups.io 
         "'Rock Island Rockets'" <rockislandrockets@yahoogroups.com> 
         RI_models@yahoogroups.com 

Attached is a photo of the new ExactRail GSC Bulkhead flat car that I took at the St. 
Louis RPM meet last weekend.  It should be available soon. 
Steve Hile 
Photo by Steve Hile 
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PLEASE SUPPORT ROCK ISLAND REPORTER 
BEFORE WE EXPLODE! 

 CONTRIBUTIONS TO HELP DEFER COSTS CAN BE SENT TO THE  
ADDRESS SHOWN ON THE LAST PAGE OF THIS ISSUE.   

THANKS FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT! 

Silvis Shops 1970. Photo by Tom Brugman. 
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3. PHIL WEIBLER RECEIVES LAKE STATES RAILWAY 
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 2018 LIFETIME  

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
 

Bob Ristow, President of Lake States Railway Historical  
Association, is shown presenting the award to Phil Weibler. 
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Subject: News Item - Phil Weibler receives the 2018 Achievement Award from 
Lakes States Railway Historical Association on April 29, 2018 
From:    "Paul Schuch" 
Date:    Fri, May 18, 2018 
To:      "Tom_Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 
        
         

All: 
I am pleased to forward to you some photos and emails about our good friend Phil 
Weibler that you may want to use in a future edition of your publications (Rock Island 
Reporter, Remember the Rock, and First and Fastest). 

In the award presenting photos, Bob Ristow, President of Lake States Railway Historical 
Association, is presenting the award to Phil. 
Paul Schuch 

From: Philip Weibler 
Sent: Sunday, May 6, 2018 7:43 AM 
To: Paul Schuch; Merle Burleigh 
Subject: Re: From a weekend in Baraboo 
Hello Merle - 
The big guy in the photos is Bob Ristow, President of Lake States Railway Historical 
Association (a.k.a. "Lake States") 
PAW 

On Saturday, May 5, 2018, 8:21 PM, Paul Schuch wrote: 
Hello Merle and Phil: 
Attached as a PDF file, are photos of Phil receiving the 2018 Achievement Award from 
Lakes States on Sunday, April 29, as well as another one relating to Dick Goddard, the 
2017 recipient of the award. 
Paul Schuch 

On May 3, 2018, at 8:27 PM, Philip Weibler wrote: 

Hello Merle - 
Actually, this all relates to one of my previous lives.  When I came off active duty with 
the Army in 1963 I went right back to work for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 
Railroad (the Rock Island Lines, as in the song).  I wiggled into a job as lead locomotive 
draftsman in the office of the Assistant Mechanical Engineer.  We were on the second 
floor of a building squeezed in between the main shop buildings at Silvis, Illinois. In the 
mid-1950s someone from the Ivory Tower in Chicago told the AME to get rid of all the 
old steam locomotive drawings.  Instead, he had the tin shop (the Shops could 
manufacture anything) make a flock of sheet steel tubes — with lids — in which the 
rolled up drawings could be stored.  When the office was to be moved to Kansas City in 
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1966 we had to greatly reduce our holdings.  A dump truck was parked under a second-
floor window and we started heaving 'stuff'.  I grabbed up some interesting stuff and 
took it home to Barb.  A decision was made to take the tubes to Kansas City.  About 
1970, the Chief Mechanical Officer asked me what was in the tubes that were in the 
basement.  I replied that they were obsolete drawings.  He said "Get rid of them".   So at 
the end of each work day I'd drag out half a dozen or so and load them in my 1955 
Chevy wagon, take them home and stack them in my basement.  In 1972 I made the 
move to the C&NW and they paid to haul all this 'stuff' up to West Chicago (along with a 
little furniture and the like.)  It then moved from a basement on Stimmel St. to a 
basement on Ingalton in 1976.  Freddy had built a walk-in cooler in the basement.  It 
was about the right size for the tubes. 
Although I had possession of all this 'stuff' for forty years I did not feel that I owned it.  
Rather, I was the guardian and I was looking to put it all in a good home.  The Barriger 
Library in St. Louis and the Kansas State Museum were checked out, but not until the 
Lake States Railway Historical Association became operational did I feel a good home 
had been found at last. 
It took three trips to Baraboo in a big van to get everything moved. 

This past weekend my good friend, Paul Schuch, and I delivered to Lake States 27 
binders filled with steam locomotive and passenger car diagram sheets (sorta' like floor 
plan drawings).  The total was over 1200 sheets.  And there is still more in the 
basement to be organized and moved to its new home.  All of this is from the Rock 
Island Lines. 

Relative to Sara and the West Chicago City Museum, the Burlington Route Historical 
Society paid the salary of an intern who sorted through the 'stuff' that Jerry Musich had 
rescued in Chicago.  A lot of this has been moved to Baraboo since the BRHS has 
leased space from Lake States.  However, there is some CB&Q material in limbo at the 
Museum.  It was offered to various area historical societies about five years ago but 
none have come forward to claim anything. 

Now you know.......PAW 

From: Philip Weibler 
Subject: Re: From a trip to Baraboo 
On May 2, 2018, at 5:31 PM, Philip Weibler wrote: 

Hello All - 
Barbara Ann and I went up to Baraboo, Wisconsin, this past weekend for the annual 
meeting of the Lake States Railway Historical Association and came home with this. 
(We also had a selection of good Wisconsin beer in the trunk.) 

You'll find lsrha.org<http://lsrha.org/> an interesting web site. 

Paul Schuch and I delivered to Lake States the surviving original diagram sheets for 
steam locomotives (almost 300) and passenger cars — wood and heavyweight — 
(approximately 915).  Each sheet is in a clear protective sleeve.  The steamers are  

http://lsrha.org/
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sorted by wheel arrangement and number and occupy eight binders.  The passenger 
cars are sorted numerically and occupy nineteen binders.  We have started work on 
motor cars and on lightweight cars (plus 'modernized' heavyweights).  The original 
diagram sheets are elusive and we may incorporate some prints and photos in this part 
of the project.    PAW 

 

 

 

YOU CAN'T 
HANDLE THE 

TRUTH! 
(ROCK ISLAND 

REPORTER NEEDS 
YOUR HELP.) 

A CONTRIBUTION IS THE 
RIGHT THING TO DO! 

SEE LAST PAGE FOR 
INSTRUCTIONS.
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4. MODELING GOLDEN STATE HEAVYWEIGHT BAGGAGE 
DORMITORY 6015  
BY DANIEL BEKAVAC 

For my HO scale red and silver early 50's Golden State, I decided to model Rock Island 
heavyweight baggage dormitory 6015. 6015 originally was part of an order of four 
identical baggage smoker cars numbered 6012 to 6015. These cars were built by 
American Car & Foundry in October 1927 and delivered to the Rock Island, where they 
were running in as-built condition until 1937, when three of them, 6013, 6014 and 6015, 
were rebuilt from baggage smoker cars to baggage dormitory cars. After the rebuilding, 
these cars still retained their olive green color. But in 1940, two of these cars, 6014 and 
6015, were assigned to the Arizona Limited and therefore painted in two-tone gray. After 
the discontinuance of the Arizona Limited in early 1942, 6014 and 6015 as well as 6013 
were assigned to the Golden State Limited, and they remained painted in two-tone gray. 
During 1947 however, they were repainted in the new red and silver scheme for the 
Golden State and among other refinements received full center skirts.  

When this train was officially launched as a streamliner train in early 1948, 6014 and 
6015 were regularly assigned as baggage dormitories for two of the Golden States five 
consists. 6013 served as a protection car in case 6014, 6015 or lightweight baggage 
dormitory 820 (originally built for the stillborn Golden Rocket) were off for shopping. In 
1953/1954, these three heavyweight baggage dormitories received the new all silver 
paint scheme and lost their skirts but retained their lettering for the Golden State. Finally 
after 32 years of service, they were retired in September 1959 when they were replaced 
by three ex New York Central lightweight baggage dormitories that the Rock Island had 
purchased for Golden State service. These heavyweight baggage dormitories however 
continued to serve the Rock Island as dormitory cars in Maintenance-Of-Way service.  

The fate of 6013 and 6014 remains unknown to me, but 6015 survived, was donated by 
the Capitol Steel Company to the Oklahoma Railway Museum in 2001 and since then 
has found a new purpose as birthday-party-car. It was painted back into its red and 
silver Golden State colors, although with some changes: the roof is silver instead of red, 
the baggage door window is considerably larger than when in Rock Island service, and 
it still lacks the skirts it once had while serving the Golden State between 1947 and 
1953/1954. 

Since I wanted to have a Rock Island heavyweight baggage dormitory for my Golden 
State and since 6015 is the sole survivor of that group of cars, it was obvious that would  
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want to model this car. As I do not belong to those people who can afford the superb 
brass model by Challenger Imports, I had to look for other options and ways. The 
following factors were important for my choice: I wanted the car to be as light as 
possible because my 14 car Golden State consist is quite heavy, and I wanted it to have 
truck mounted couplers to be able to run through my 20 inch radius curves without 
issues. So I decided that I would use an IHC heavyweight combine (actually a baggage-
coach) for kitbashing into a baggage dormitory in combination with two oval roofs taken 
from two Roundhouse Harriman cars.  

The IHC heavyweight combine has four windows on each side: a smaller one next to 
the door and three larger ones. The prototype that I model has ten windows on each 
side: eight larger windows framed by two smaller ones. The larger windows of the 
prototype have approximately half the size of the larger windows of the IHC combine, so 
it was an easy task to create them: I simply installed vertical window bars (cut out from 
construction paper) into the middle of the three larger windows of the IHC combine, so I 
created six windows out of three. I proceeded by marking (using a pen) a fourth large 
window next to the existing third large window and a smaller window of the same size 
like the existing small window next to the door. After I finished marking the window 
positions, I drilled holes into the center of them and finished them by enlarging the 
drilled holes with a file until it met the markings. The newly created fourth large window 
now also received a vertical bar to make two windows out of it, so now I finally had eight 
windows created out of four larger windows and ten windows altogether when the 
smaller windows framing the larger windows are counted in too. Since both the IHC 
model and the prototype have identical window arrangements on both sides, the same 
work that was done to one side had simply to be repeated on the other side. So after 
four windows had been drilled, filed out and eight vertical window bars installed, it was 
time for the roof. 

The prototype has an oval roof, while the IHC model has a clerestory roof. Since the 
tops of the car ends of both IHC heavyweight cars and Roundhouse Harriman cars 
have the same curvature, the oval Roundhouse Harriman car roofs are the perfect 
choice here. I took the roofs of two used Roundhouse 60 feet Harriman cars and cut 
them (with a saw) to fit the length of the IHC combine and glued them together (make 
sure to sand off the cut-off ends with sand paper to make them super smooth before 
glueing them together). I also removed all the roof vents and installed the two prominent 
vents that the prototype has just ahead of the baggage doors (these metal vents were 
parts left over from a vintage Walthers RPO-Baggage car kit that I'm using as Southern 
Pacific RPO-Baggage for my Golden State). After the vents, I also installed the 
rainwater protection shields above the baggage doors and vestibule doors by simply 
cutting them out of styrene and glueing them to the roof sides.  

Then it was painting time: I hand painted the roof and the upper half of the car body red 
and everything below the windows silver (also trucks, couplers and some underbody 
details) by using Revell acrylic paint (Aqua Color Carmine Red 36136 and Aqua Color 
Silver Metallic 36190). Revell's Carmine Red looks almost identical to the red color IHC 
uses for their corrugated side lightweight Golden State cars (you can barely spot the 
difference). The only such car in my Golden State consist is my observation car, which  
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is the only car out of my 14 car Golden State consist whose factory applied red color will 
remain as it is (only the lettering will be changed from "Golden Rocket" and "El Reno" to 
"Golden State" and "Golden Vista"). So by using that Carmine Red color for the 13 other 
cars in order to match the red tone of the IHC observation car, the entire 14 car consist 
will feature the same red color throughout. The plastic handrails and steps that the IHC 
car came with were painted silver before installing them into their final positions. Since 
the window panes of the IHC car are one piece together with the clerestory roof, I had to 
install window panes by myself now that this car had received a completely different 
roof. I used transparent film for that, and for the window blinds I used white construction 
paper which I painted black (Revell Aqua Color Black 36108) on the inner sides so that 
the interior light doesn't shine through. Then I installed the interior by closely observing 
the floor plan of 6015 which I was fortunate to have.  

For the interior I used leftovers of different IHC interiors that I still had in my parts box 
and I painted it partially (for example white pillows and brown blankets). I also installed 
some figures in order to bring some "life" into the car. The car ends then received old 
Walthers diaphragms for heavyweight cars, which I also hand painted red and silver 
after I glued them on. Make sure that you don't use too much color when painting 
diaphragms made of soft materials because it can make them stiff after the color has 
dried. For the center skirts I used construction paper which I hand painted silver after I 
had cut them out and glued them into place. I could have had used silver construction 
paper for the skirts, but I used construction paper of whatever color I had left over at 
home, because I wanted the skirts to have the same silver color like the lower car sides, 
so this was best achieved by painting them with the same color as well.  

The final exterior work was applying the lettering. Being somebody who is bad a 
decaling and who dislikes decaling work in general, I have my very own solution to letter 
my Golden State. First thing I did was downloading Zephyr script (for Rock Island cars) 
and Railroad Roman script (for Southern Pacific cars) on my Microsoft Office Word 
program. Following this I created a page with the complete lettering for my 14 car 
consist and printed it on silver construction paper which is much thinner than the 
construction paper I used for the skirts and window blinds but slightly thicker than 
normal paper. I simply cut out what I need with scissors and glued these shields into the 
correct position. In case of this baggage dormitory car, there are eight shields: Two for 
the "Golden State" letter board in the middle above the windows, two for the "6015" 
number in the middle of the silver area between the baggage doors and the front end of 
the car and four for the small "Rock Island" letterings at the upper outer ends of the car 
sides. In the end, I installed interior lights by using a warm-white LED-strip and double 
plug connections on both ends of it, as my entire Golden State consist is receiving the 
electricity for the interior lights from the observation car which is the only car featuring 
pickups (and a DCC decoder), so all the other cars can roll free. That means of course 
when I want the whole train to be lighted at night, in addition to coupling together the 
cars I also must connect the double plug connections between the cars. For me, a very 
nice solution as I love to control the interior light for the whole train by a single function 
of the DCC decoder in the observation car. 
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I'm aware that my baggage dormitory isn't perfect. In order to make it even more 
prototypically correct looking, one could still exchange the trucks or install body 
mounted couplers or try to lower the height of the dormitory section windows as they are 
a bit too high compared to the prototype. But these are things that don't bother me at all 
and also things that I would not want to have, as I'm happy with these trucks and truck 
mounted couplers the way they are, because its better like that for operation with my 
layout-conditions. 

Nevertheless, this kitbashing here is a nice, acceptable looking and affordable solution 
for anybody who wants to model specific Rock Island heavyweight cars but doesn't 
have the cash for expensive brass models. 
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5. ROCK ISLAND COLLECTORS - PRESERVE YOUR 
COLLECTIONS  -  GUEST EDITORIAL FROM  
REMEMBER THE ROCK BY PHIL WEIBLER 

From:    "Philip Weibler" 
Date:    Sat, August 4, 2018 12:39 pm 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 
Cc:      "RTR Editorial"  
         "Paul Schuch" 

Hello Tom - 
Attached is my editorial from the latest REMEMBER THE ROCK about 'stuff'.  Please 
feel free to use this in RIR. I could certainly expand on some aspects of this piece.  
Please keep me in the loop with any feedback you get from your readers and we'll see 
where we need to go. 
As information, Paul Schuch and I sorted the originals for the steam locomotive and 
passenger car diagram sheets and placed each in a protective sleeve. These then went 
into a series of binders and were delivered to the Lake States archive in Baraboo, 
Wisconsin.  Next project will be to transport about 200 5x7 glass plate negatives to Lake 
States for cleaning and scanning.  These are from Silvis and date from about 1914 to 
1920. (One of my favorites in this group is a shot of a freshly outshopped 2-8-2 — 
lettered for Baltimore & Ohio.  The USRA liked to send outside work to Silvis.  I don't 
know that any good records have survived, however.) 

And......in my spare time I've been preparing a group of 11x14 and 11x17 photoprints for 
display at the Burlington Route Historical Society meet in Quincy in September.  
And......going to scan my photos from "Here and There on the Rock Island" for the RPM 
meet in October.  I've offered this show to the Friends of the Rock but they are 
preoccupied with other things right now.  Steve will have access to all my Rock Island 
photos for RTR.    PAW 
Philip A. Weibler,  122 Ingalton Ave., West Chicago, IL 60185  

REPRINTED PHIL WEIBLER EDITORIAL FROM THE LATEST 
REMEMBER THE ROCK ABOUT 'STUFF' 

You've heard me talk about “stuff” before. Now it is time to get down to 
business. Come and walk with me and we'll talk. First the disclaimer: I am 
not a lawyer and cannot offer legal advice. But hopefully I can get you  
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started in the right direction. Search for 'estate planning guidelines'. (The 
Motley Fool, who has a syndicated column, is at  www.fool.com.) Each of 
these guides outlines what a lawyer will do for you so that your 'affairs' are 
in order when you die or if you become disabled. The law is concerned 
with real property — your house and car, insurance policies, trusts, stocks 
— that have established values. Your wishes for long term medical care 
are also addressed. Your family and relatives will thank you for having this 
paperwork squared away. 

Your “stuff” — models, books, photos, railroadiana — presents a different 
problem. It is priceless. Priceless, as in nobody knows how much it might 
be worth. Some of the things you have cherished for years may have little 
cash value. This is my personal take on some of the most common 
'collectibles': MAGAZINES are heavy and quickly outdated. With a lot of 
busywork, you can cut out articles that have an interest for you or you can 
simply purchase a DVD with every issue from the last half century. I gave a 
lot of TRAINS bound volumes to a small railroad museum in my area to get 
their library started. Several boxes of loose issues went to a local museum 
to use as 'freebie' giveaways during Railroad Daze. BOOKS may have 
monetary value, but it is often less than the list price. I use bookfinder.com 
to check current new and used prices. Don't be shocked when you see 
some listed at 99 cents. However, there are some limited editions that are 
worth much more. MODELS are a mixed bag. Swap meet dealers tell me 
kits don't sell — everyone wants ready-to-run. Prices for brass 
locomotives have dropped (probably because the new hybrids come with 
more features and better detail and don't need to be painted). 
RAILROADIANA is a buyer’s market from what I've experienced. The avid 
collectors are looking to thin out their collections and keep just a few 
choice pieces. PHOTOS can be complex — prints and duplicate slides find 
buyers, but please consider keeping a collection of original negatives/
slides as a group. You could place these with a museum in your area, with 
a stable historical society, or in an archive. Any of these type groups 
would be interested in a collection that is organized and identified. Same 
rules for 'railroad paper' — a box filled with a jumble of letters, timetables, 
and newspapers won't garner much interest. 

Let me hear from you about all this and we'll continue the conversation 
next time.   PAW 

472 words 25 June 2018 

[Phil -  your thoughts are always welcome at Rock Island Reporter. This is very 
good advice and I intend to follow it myself.  Love Remember the Rock magazine.  
Tom] 

http://www.fool.com/
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6. THE ROCK ISLAND IN ROSWELL, CO.,  ARTICLES REPRINTED 
FROM "THE SINGING WIRE" NEWSLETTER OF THE PIKES PEAK 

TROLLEY MUSEUM 

Pikes Peak Trolley Museum's "The Singing Wire" newsletter of August 2018  
From:    "Mike & Sigi Walker" 
Date:    Sun, September 30, 2018 5:30 pm 
To:      editor@rockislandreporter.com 
Please feel free to edit as you see fit.  The articles are from the Pikes Peak Trolley 
Museum's The Singing Wire newsletter of August 2018. 
Sigi Walker, The Singing Wire newsletter editor 
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7. JOHN SECOR COMMENTS ON THE TURNING OF THE 
QUAD CITY ROCKET IN ILLINOIS, AND HELPS THE EDITOR 

IDENTIFY THE RI ENGINEER AND BRAKEMAN THAT 
HELPED INFLUENCE A YOUNG MAN'S CAREER 

Subject: Re: Turning QC Rocket 
From:    "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 
Date:    Fri, July 27, 2018 9:06 am 
To:      "John Secor" 
  
John, 
You’ve got it!  Cowboy boots, denims, Arabian horses - BINGO!  Paul Porschke fits the 
description. He was the brakeman on that job for several of my rides.  
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Thank you. That has been evading me for 49 years. I used to have Gerry Brown’s 
address and kept in touch for a few years. But gradually fell out of touch. 

Gerry had a major impact on my decision to start a railroad career. I was riding with 
them one night in GP 7 
#435 with the westbound 
shop train / Silvis transfer 
and I remember looking out 
at a fiery steel mill hearth in 
one of the industries north 
of the tracks. Might have 
been Deere or Harvester. 
A n y w a y a s w e w e r e 
pass ing th is scene, I 
remember Gerry calling 
over “I’d rather be here in 
the engine, than over there 
at the mill.”  Those words 
stuck with me and I started 
my campaign for a railroad 
career shortly thereafter.                             
[Photo of Gerry Brown above by Tom Brugman]       
  
Thanks again.  Tom 

On Jul 27, 2018, at 12:28 AM, John Secor wrote: 
 Tom, Harvey Dyckman was the day yardmaster in Rock Island until his retirement and 
then John Brown took over for him. Gerry Brown was the engineer on the afternoon 
transfer. Conductor was Huey Woeber and field man was Paul Porschke. Porschke was 
a tall, slim guy that that raised Arabian horses between Colona and Geneseo. He 
always wore cowboy boots and western denim. Thought he might be your “Slim” but I 
think not. 
   
The guy that I think was your “Slim” was Don Elliott. He was the field man on the 
afternoon Milan job. ( Foreman was Norm Behr and engineer was Chuckie Russell.) 
Don was 6’ 4” and had long jet black hair that always fell in his face.  His normal garb 
was a white T shirt and jeans. 
   
All the guys in Rock Island and West Davenport, where I preferred to work a lot, were 
very good to work with. 

Rock Island Yard, with its 10 tracks, was a busy place up until shortly before the end.   
Most of the time there were two or three day jobs, at least two afternoon jobs and of 
course the shop job on nights. The night job that turned the Rocket was also the 
morning Shop Train that backed  from Rock Island over to Marquette Street in 
Davenport to pick up shop employees and then made a few other stops on its way to  
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the Silvis shops. After putting the coach away for the afternoon shop train it was usually 
engine light back to Rock Island to tie up.    

GP-7 435 returning to the Yardmaster's office for crew change in August 
1970, Pictured is the first trick crew on their way home.  Gerry Brown 

and Paul Porschke would take the RIR Editor, Tom Brugman out for their 
entire shift that day.  Photo by Tom Brugman. 

Whether the big guys slept through the turning of the business car I can’t say for sure 
but we had to presume that they were on board since we were always told the cars 
were occupied. 
   
John Secor 
   
From: Tom Brugman [mailto:tbrug@aol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2018 8:08 PM 
To: John Secor 
Cc: Tom Brugman 
Subject: Re: Turning QC Rocket   

John.  
   
As you know, this topic is a personal favorite of mine. If you don’t mind, I would like to 
include this in the next issue. Love the business car story. I cannot believe the big guys 
slept through the turning process. This is a Great story. If you think of any more, we love 
detail.  
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Three employees that were particularly kind to a young rail fan in 1969 were Harv 
Dyckman (yardmaster?), Gerald Brown (engineer), and a very interesting switchman, 
whose name I can’t recall. But he was tall, stick thin and working the afternoon yard 
switcher in Rock Island. He may have been called “Slim” by the crew.  
  If you can help me to recall memories of any of these gentlemen, I would be very 
appreciative.  
  
Tom 

  
On Jul 26, 2018, at 5:38 PM, John Secor wrote: 
  
Tom, I read your description of the turning the QC Rocket at Rock Island and your 
memory is very accurate. As the crews got a little smarter the method of turning the 
power varied a little bit. In the mid 70’s after the power was fueled and disconnected by 
Tony Soliz, night carman for years, the unit was turned as you described but instead of 
running around the unit and taking it all the way up to the east end of the yard we would 
cut off the unit on the lead to clear track 3 and then reach in and drag the consist back, 
couple to the power and then shove it all back in on track 1 where the carman would 
then work the train. On a good night the entire move took less than an hour. The most 
time consuming portion of the move was the turn table which was completely lopsided 
as you noted. 
   
There were a few nights that occupied business cars needed to be turned in addition to 
the power. That was not much fun and a high stress proposition to make sure that 
everything went correctly and you didn’t wake anyone up. Occasionally car occupants 
would converse with the crew members but not often in the years that I worked the job.   
   
The condition of the turntable was responsible for a few freight cars actually rolling off 
the table if the chippie used to hold the car failed. Seldom was a hand brake set and 
more than once a car would get away and roll to a stop at the lip of the table. The 
resolve was to retrieve the chain hidden nearby and pull the car back to the correct 
location on the table and try it again. No harm, no foul. 
   
Thanks for your interesting newsletter. 
   
John Secor 

Map of Rock Island yard, Rock Island, Il.  Circa 1967.  TOM Brugman collection. 
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Switch crews in Rock Island IL 1970. A bygone era when railroads  
commonly picked up and delivered individual cars to small shippers. 

All photos by Tom Brugman. 
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Help us keep this from happening. 
Support Rock Island Reporter with a contribution. 

See last page for contribution instructions. 

8.CLYDES RESTAURANT IN VIRGINIA AUCTIONING ROCK ISLAND 
PEARL PAINTING AT SOTHEBY'S NEW YORK. ESTIMATED VALUE  

$30,000 to $50,000 

By Tom Brugman 

One of the few advantages for a Rock Island fan in the Washington DC area has been 
easy access to two Rock Island Pearl paintings owned by Clydes Restaurant Group in 
Georgetown (DC) and Tysons Corner (VA).  The Clydes restaurants are elaborately 
decorated establishments with a multitude of paintings arranged in "room themes" such 
as sailing, autos and other transportation modes. Part of the idea was to expose a 
mixed-age audience to the experience of "yesteryear's travel." 
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Over time Clydes acquired two Rock Island Pearl paintings. The oblong shape of these 
works lent themselves nicely to saloon style settings behind bars in both Georgetown 
and Tysons Corner. 

How the paintings came to be in Washington DC in the first place can probably be 
explained by what Rock Island management's intentions were when the paintings were 
produced and distributed.  Railroads have always maintained lists of important 
customers, friends, and political supporters for gift giving purposes.  Customers are 
listed in order of size (carloads, units, political influence or revenue), politicians in terms 
of legislative support, and friends by personal relationships with upper management.  
The paintings are in effect a bribe, intended to secure more business, impress personal 
friends or influence favorable legislation or regulations. No doubt, these two paintings 
(and maybe more in the DC area that have not surfaced yet) found their way into 
Senate and House office buildings, and possibly even the offices of The Interstate 
Commerce Commission (ICC) itself, along with other regulatory bodies.  Politicians 
retire, friends pass on, and on rare occasions one of these paintings shows up for 
auction.  Since these paintings or collages are reverse painted on simple glass, they are 
extremely delicate and easy to crack or damage while being moved. Once damaged 
they lose value steeply as they are difficult if not impossible to repair. The choices in 
salvaging a damaged painting are few.  One cannot replace the sheet of glass without 
destroying the entire painting,  Cutting down on the size of the painting when the crack 
or damage is in one of the ends or corners is a possibility, but the cutting process itself 
risks more damage, and the size reduction throws off the composition of the work 
permanently.  One can easily invest thousands of dollars into buying one of these 
paintings just to see it reduced to hundreds of dollars with a single crack.  

I was recently surprised to find that Clydes had closed their Tysons Corner restaurant in 
2017. That particular Clydes was always controversial, having a series of graphic nude 
mermaid murals painted along some of its walls, it was hardly the kind of place you 
could take family or kids to for a pleasant get together. But the saving grace for me, was 
the presence of the pearl painting. 

Once I learned of the closure, I approached Clydes Restaurant Group to learn what was 
being done with the painting.  I expected they would move it to another restaurant, but 
was surprised to find they had no particular love for it and were planning to auction it at 
Sotheby's in New York as part of a larger  "Americana" auction in January 2019.  

At the time of my inquiry, the painting was still in the Washington DC area, so I took a 
chance and tried to make some suggestions for its donation to a number of 
transportation museums, most notably the B&O Transportation Museum in Baltimore as 
well as other museums in the Chicago, St Louis, Texas and Kansas City areas.  This fell 
on deaf ears however, as Clydes has since decided to go ahead with the Sotheby's 
auction. 

The Sotheby's listing indicated a limited understanding of the painting and the railroad. 
However they do add some interesting information to the painting's history:  
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"According to the records of the Rock Island Railroad, a major passenger line 
named after Rock Island, Illinois, a veteran car builder named Andrea T. Gavell 
developed a technique for inlaying mother-of-pearl on the glass faces of clocks 
around 1880 and later produced pictures of Rock Island trains using the same 
methods. “Mr. Gavell's technique was adopted by other craftsmen who were 
experts at carving and inlaying of mother-of-pearl in the construction of the old 
Rock Island observation cars. The result was that [their pictures of] engines 
were of different types and bore different numbers, and the trains depicted 
were of different lengths. We have no accurate knowledge of how many of 
these might have been created in the early days, but shortly after the turn of 
the century, due to quite a demand for the mother-of-pearl inlays, the Rock 
Island obtained bids on a commercial basis, and the Western Sand Blast 
Company of Chicago [which specialized in reverse-painted signs on glass for 
railroads] was awarded a contract. We have a record that the contract called for 
50 pictures over a period of two years, and it appears we paid $50 for each.” 

The painting had an estimated value of $30,000 to $50,000, and shows on the Sothebys 
web page as "SOLD" for $47,500.  So it may already be sold. 
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7. ROCK ISLAND FANS AND PHOTO SECTION 

CANADA 

DENMARK 
 

NEW ZEALAND 
 

SWEDEN 
ROCK ISLAND BAY WINDOW CABOOSES 

From:    Ole Pade 
Date:    Sun, July 22, 2018 5:25 am 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

I used ATLAS extended vision cabooses, modified the hole after cupola with similar 
roofs, used Walthers CNW-cabooses for bay-part. They seems very close to the first 
order of bay-window cabs on RI, also has the right width and end windows. 
I enclose a Picture of mine. 
Ole Pade 
 
Photo by Ole Pade. 
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ARKANSAS 

DEMISE OF THE ROCK ISLAND TECHNICAL SOCIETY WEBSITE 

From:    Bill Pollard <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> 
Date:    Tue, May 15, 2018 12:47 am 
To:      RITSlist@yahoogroups.com 

I rarely visit the RITSlist anymore, so am just now seeing the discussion about the loss 
of the RITS website.  its all ancient history now, but several of us begged Ed Fairman to 
let us assist with a redesign and cleaning up the many missing links on that website 
when it was falling apart, still with 2012-2013 officers, etc. but he would never agree to 
relinquish that control — perhaps because he was paying for it out of pocket at the time. 

Much if not all of the RITS website seems to be available on the wayback machine.  If 
there is an interest, harvesting and transferring this data to a new website should be 
possible.  A lot of good information (and photos) have appeared on some of the RI 
related facebook pages (some of those are pretty good, others are administered in such 
a fashion as to discourage any serious discourse about the Rock Island).  Facebook 
being Facebook, its very difficult to retrieve material from more than a few years earlier, 
and a lot of the material would lend itself to website postings for longevity and better 
research access. 

When RITS fell apart, a room full of journals and old ledgers was abandoned as scrap 
paper at Savannah by those then running RITS, most of whom had little interest in 
history and less interest in the RI.  I along with a few others, paid the cost of a rental 
truck to gather all the books and we even paid storage for a number of months in Des 
Moines with the idea that the documents would be inventoried and then placed in 
legitimate historical archives.  I had made arrangements for  the Butler Center for 
Arkansas Studies (www.butlercenter.org) to accept Arkansas related ledgers including 
some dating back to the Hot Springs Railway.  The volume of material seemed to 
preclude housing it all in one location, and the most likely long-term preservation 
seemed to be to place the material where local interest was greatest... Arkansas stuff in 
Iowa would have about the same relative priority as Iowa stuff in Arkansas, etc.  Bill 
Riebe was involved in the effort to save the material, along with others, but that process 
also fell apart after the stuff was moved, and I have no idea where (or if) it exists today. 

With still a lot of unhappy feelings toward those who brought about RITS demise, I 
would favor an entirely new organization, probably to be based primarily on the web and 
with digital publication such as the Rock Island Reporter.  Of course, as much as could 
be salvaged from the old RITS website, and any surviving archives, should be 
preserved in some fashion or placed in a legitimate archival setting where others could 
research the material.   
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Bill Pollard 

PERRY ARKANSAS EYE WITNESS DEPOT UPDATE 

From:    "William POLLARD" 
Date:    Sun, September 30, 2018 9:43 pm 
To:      "RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

Thanks very much.  Much appreciated.   

On another topic, has Michael Hibblen provided information on the seemingly 
successful move of the Perry AR  Rock Island depot?  The station has been moved off 
its original site and is sitting on metal beams (looking straighter and "in plumb" more 
than it has in years, LOL) awaiting the prep of a foundation at a location along the track 
(but off RR RofW) several hundred feet away from its original location. 
Bill 

PERRY ARKANSAS DEPOT TO BE MOVED 

Subject: [RockIslandLines] Rock Island depot in Perry, Arkansas 
From:    Mark Hibblen 
Date:    Sun, August 12, 2018 4:39 pm 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

It has taken a year of discussions, but an effort to move and preserve a former Rock 
Island depot in Perry, Arkansas seems to be coming together. We hope the move will 
take place before the end of the month. Here's an update on the project: 

http://hibblenradio.com/railroads/rock-island-in-arkansas/plan-coming-together-to-save-
former-rock-island-depot-at-perry-arkansas/ 

 

http://hibblenradio.com/railroads/rock-island-in-arkansas/plan-coming-together-to-save-former-rock-island-depot-at-perry-arkansas/
http://hibblenradio.com/railroads/rock-island-in-arkansas/plan-coming-together-to-save-former-rock-island-depot-at-perry-arkansas/
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TWO ROCK ISLAND CARS FOR SALE BY OZARK RAILCAR 

Subject: [RockIslandLines] RI Business Car for Sale 
From:    "Tom Brugman, Rock Island Reporter via Groups.Io" 

Date:    Wed, September 5, 2018 11:36 am 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

For sale by Ozark Railcar. 
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Interior views of Gritty Palace. 
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RockIslandLines] RI 2700 Commuter Car for Sale 
From: "Tom Brugman, Rock Island Reporter via Groups.Io" <tbrug=aol.com@groups.io> 
Date:    Wed, September 5, 2018 11:41 am 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

Amazing this still exists. 

ROCK ISLAND EMPLOYEE RECORDINGS 

From:    Jacob Damron 
Date:    Thu, May 10, 2018 10:30 pm 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

Michael: 
Thank you for this resource and your time compiling these. I have shared your link on 
our Facebook page for the Texas Railway Modeling and Historical Society. 

https://www.facebook.com/TRMHS/ 

Jacob Damron 
Treasurer 
TRMHS 
On Thu, May 10, 2018 at 8:14 PM, hibblenradio via Groups.Io < 
hibblenradio=yahoo.com@groups.io> wrote: 

https://www.facebook.com/TRMHS/
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Hi all, 
Off and on over three decades I've been recording interviews with former employees of 
the Rock Island in Arkansas to document as many stories as I can. Some I've posted 
online, but most, especially in the last couple of years, haven't been shared until now. 
I'm planning a podcast series of about 15 episodes and have posted the first episode 
here: 

http://hibblenradio.com/debuting-podcast-series-rock-island-in-arkansas/ 

With the second episode it'll be available on iTunes. Since recording my first interview 
with a former Rock Island employee in 1988, I've felt there's a different element when 
you can hear someone's firsthand accounts of working for the railroad. If you enjoy this, 
please share! 
Thanks, Michael 

Boy, have we got a surprise 
coming for you!   

It's all going to be in your face if you 
forget to support Rock Island Reporter.   

Instructions for contributions  
on the last page of this issue, 

 

CALIFORNIA 

RECOLLECTIONS OF A RAILROAD FAMILY BY KEVIN BOOTS 

I have a 50+ year old train story to share and a request for help as I try to complete the 
last chapter of the story now. My grandfather was a very special and specific type of 
railfan. He neither traveled to seek out his rail experiences, nor did he research and try 
to educate himself about his rail experiences, but he was a fanatical fan nevertheless.  

Born in 1902, he spent most of his adult life in Davenport, Iowa until passing in 1981. 
The house he lived in for the majority of his life and that he raised my father in, was a 
mere 104’ from the Class 1 Railroad single track mainline of the Chicago, Rock Island  

http://hibblenradio.com/debuting-podcast-series-rock-island-in-arkansas/
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and Pacific Railroad (CRI&P RW). Sitting on the back porch he had a perfect view of the 
mainline raised 12’ above his homes ground floor. 

Davenport was part of the Quad Cities, Davenport and Bettendorf on the Iowa side of 
the Mississippi River, and Moline and Rock Island on the Illinois side. Bettendorf, where 
my parents settled and raised my brother and I, had its own railroad lineage and fame. 
The Bettendorf brothers, William and Joseph invented the Bettendorf railroad truck 
which were manufactured there in the Bettendorf Axle Company in the early 1900s. 

Fast forward to sometime late 50’s or early 60’s when the real first chapter of the story 
begins. Sitting in his porch chair and watching the transcontinental rail traffic on the 
CRI&P RW, he began recording sightings of another lines box cars and Refers. Armed 
with a black diary and a system he had for recording car numbers, the Orange, Brown 
and Red White & Blue cars of the Bangor & Aroostook (BAR) railroad caught his 
attention. Although located in Maine, BAR had a very large Interchange car fleet, and as 
they were passing by my Grandfather he recorded every car he saw. 

Long before my own Model Railroad story began, as a young child I knew what a BAR 
Car was. Watching Grandpa’s ritual of train car spotting was a matter of fact when I 
visited. I tried to help recite the car numbers for him, but he seemed to know from 
memory which cars he’d seen (he did not record multiple sightings of the same car or 
westbound or eastbound). My Grandfather saw many of the fleet’s cars multiple times, 
so when he did see a new car for the first time and reached for his black diary, it was 
exciting. 

Bangor and Aroostook (BAR) was established in 1891, and based in Aroostook County 
in northern Main. In the 1950s the Orange cars attracted national attention and were 
one of the most wildly traveled cars over much of North America’s railroads. The 
economic problems of the 80’s forced great changes at BAR and eventually forced them 
to sell and cease operations in 2005. 

Had my Grandfathers story come from Northern Maine, he could have had a second 
black book of Motive Power reporting numbers. Steam and first generation Diesel power 
operated on BAR until they were museum pieces on other lines. 

BAR had the second largest line of Refers in the 50’s after Santa Fe. BAR made an 
agreement with Pacific Fruit Express (PFE) to haul Maine potatoes in the winter and 
BAR Refers carried California produce in the summer and fall. During the 50’s BAR 
painted 2500 box cars in their new Red White & Blue paint scheme, but I mostly 
remember the original Orange or Brown Paint Scheme with large white BAR letters and 
numbers, until I started collecting N Scale BAR Cars as an adult. 
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So the large Interchange business of this eastern American company, was the reason 
for the predominance of the BAR consist on the CRI&P RW mainline just a 100’ from my 
Grandfathers favorite porch chair. Although my Grandfathers knowledge of any of the 
history mentioned so far, may have been limited, he was no less a qualified Rail Fan. I 
wished my conversations with him had been more specific. Did he understand the 
difference between a box car and a reefer by sight alone? Did he understand the rare 
sightings of MOW BAR cars so far from home and why they were rare? What about the 
single BAR Caboose out of 43 in operation at the time? Did he understand the 
significance of seeing 1 of 13 covered hoppers that the owned? Because my own Rail 
fan experiences were many years away, my real connection with Grandpa’s fascination 
with BAR would come many years after his passing. 

On June 3, 1970, my Uncle wrote to the President of BAR explaining his Fathers 
fascination. The Vice President of Public Relations wrote back (I have a copy of his 
letter, but not my Uncles original letter, and my Uncle has also passed now.) The BAR 
Letter included an anniversary history published in 1966 (unfortunately not saved) but 
more importantly included a summary of all rolling stock, MOW, and locomotives owned 
by the Railroad as of January 1, 1969. The list was compiled from their Car Accounting 
Section Circular  No. 172 revised 1/1/69 and their Mechanical Department Circular No. 
C-93 revised 1/1/69 

Now remember this is a time before personal computers, so armed with only a paper list 
of their Roster, my Uncle pre-populated my Grandfathers Black Book with Car Numbers 
owned so my Grandfather could simply circle numbers when he saw them (more about 
this in Part 4).  

My Grandfather continued his passion of train spotting well past the 1/1/69 Joint Circular 
date so my Uncles new system for recording numbers failed to be comprehensive once 
the first new BAR Car renumbering, or acquisition occurred post 1969.  

We assume now that the BAR Circular was accurate and correctly identified active 
roster cars, and cars written off or scrapped as of 1969. But my Grandfather continued 
his passion well into the late 70’s, it became more difficult to be sure that when my 
Grandfather saw car number 5725, had he seen the original Box Car active in the 1969 
roster, or seen a newer Refer 5725 (built in 1975)?  A dilemma so easily avoided by 
current day Rail Fan databases was a problem with my Grandfathers and Uncles 
analog method’s. 
.By the way, I’ve used the term Refer not Reefer to describe the Iced or mechanically 
cooled cars. I know Reefer is a much more widely used acronym; however, I used Refer 
because that is how BAR described them in the Car Accounting Circular we obtained 
from BAR. 

During the age of steam BAR was famous for hauling potatoes.  In 1927 it handled 
32,242 cars of potatoes which represented 30% of its total freight tonnage.  Products of 
forests represented 23% and paper 14%. I wish I had the same statistics from each of 
the years my Grandfather was counting BAR Cars. I recently heard of another railway 
trend my Grandfather observed. 
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My Son and I recently visited my parents in Sacramento, California, where they retired 
from Iowa. I persuaded everyone to indulge me and visit the Railroad museum there. 
After the enjoyable visit, I noticed a poster in the bookshop of ‘hobo symbols’ or 
markings left along the railways and their meanings. These marks were left on fences, 
posts, sidewalks, buildings, trestles, bridge abutments, and railroad line side equipment 
to aid them and others of their kind in finding help or steering them clear of trouble. 

My Father mentioned that his mother always fed any of the hobos who stopped and ask 
for a helping hand. Was there a stick figure of a Cat nearby (The symbol for a kind 
lady)? By the time I was old enough to even understand the concept of Hobos riding the 
rails, there was much less visibility of this part of Americana. 

Fast forward to 2007 when my Brother (also a model railroader) came into possession 
of the black diary from My Uncle who passed and 2018 when I took a copy of the data 
and created a database. There were almost 50 car numbers recorded after the 1969 
information we obtained from BAR, for which we did not know the Car Type. With help 
from two RR Photo Archive Web Sites, I’ve reduced the number of unknown car types 
to 3. BAR 5784, 11072, & 11609 remain elusive. The sleuthing involved in tracing how 
BAR renumbered and rebuilt cars and how their post 1969 roster developed has been 
enjoyable. 

I still seek BAR Circulars post 1969, and or a list of cars or roster transferred in the sale 
in 1995 to Iron Road Railways, or the subsequent sale in 2002 to Rail World, Inc. I’ve 
written to several sources with no success. Anyone with a suggestion of how I can finish 
the database for this story, please contact me privately. 
Although my modeling interest are of Logging Railroads of the Yosemite Valley and I 
typically work in larger scales, I’ve collected over 30 N-Scale BAR Cars over the years 
from every hobby shop and show I attend. Much to my chagrin, only 5 of my collection 
are numbered that my Grandfather saw. I’ve got lots of opportunities for renumbering I 
my modeling interest are of Logging Railroads of the Yosemite Valley and I typically 
work in larger scales, I’ve collected over 30 N-Scale BAR Cars over the years from 
every hobby shop and show I attend. Much to my chagrin, only 5 of my collection are 
numbered that my Grandfather saw. I’ve got lots of opportunities for renumbering I 
guess! 

I’m currently working on a 20” by 20” N Scale diorama of my Grandfathers house and 
the mainline beyond. I plan to display some of those BAR Cars my Grandfather actually 
saw on the elevated rail. I 3D printed the house, from plans I developed from sketches 
my Father made, and Google Earth (the house remains unmodified), and from my own 
Architects instincts. 
Thank you for indulging me this story. For over 50 years, the BAR story was a part of my 
family. A story not quite finished, and by sharing it, I’m hoping I can find someone who 
has some information that I can use to complete the story. 

Kevin S. Boots AIA 
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COLORADO 

CALHAN COLORADO DEPOT UPDATE 

2 pages reprinted with permission 
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GEORGIA 
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ILLINOIS  

RONALD ROGILLIO MODEL PHOTOS 

From:    Ronald Rogillio 
Date:    Sun, September 23, 2018 4:33 pm 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

Use what you like.  The second Twin Star photo is out of focus.  I am working on better 
photos of the Twin Star. 

The red/yellow E7 and 8 units were painted by Tom Harris of Wytheville, VA. Photos 
were taken on his Lakeside Lines HO railroad. 

I have an RI red/yellow F-7 with 3 RI red/yellow commuter coaches.  I will get photos 
later. 

I also have the RI Golden Rocket with several coaches, but no photos yet.  I will send 
photos later. 

My great grandfather was the yardmaster at Silvis.  His last name was Vodra.  I never 
met him.  My grandfather also worked there and gave me a driving tour of the shops in 
the fifties when the tracks were full of steam engines waiting to be scrapped. 

Thanks, 

Ron 
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Three photos by Ronald Rogillio 
 

PHOTOS - BURLINGTON JUNCTION RAILWAY IN BURLINGTON, IOWA 

From:    Landon Rowell 
Date:    Sun, September 23, 2018 4:07 pm 
To:      "editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

I have some photos and information of 2 remnants of The Rock in Burlington, Iowa. 

The first is the Burlington Junction Railway which operates on former Rock Island 
industrial tracks on the North side of Burlington, interchanging with the BNSF at the 
BNSF yard. The route takes them through a city park along the Mississippi River. They 
have a nicely painted C415 and a logo that seems to be a combination of the Rock 
Island's and the Frisco's. Since starting this operation in the 1980s after the Rock's 
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shutdown, they have expanded and operate several other industrial railroads in the 
Midwest, none of which are ex-RI. Their web site, below has some pictures of the same 
unit in an older scheme. If you plan to visit the area, do so during the week if you want 
to see them in operation because I have almost never seen them run anything on a 
weekend or evening. Please stay off of their property and the industrial area in general. 
Instead, use the walking path mentioned below. 

http://bjryrail.com/ 

 

ANOTHER RI 4506 UPDATE BY CHUCK AMSTEIN 
From:    Charles Amstein 
Date:    Mon, September 17, 2018 12:43 am 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 

Hi Tom, 

Here is another RI 4506 update for the Rock Island Reporter: 

On the weekend of September 15-16, Illinois Railway Museum had its annual 
Showcase Weekend (aka Members Weekend).  RI 4506 was one of many pieces of 
equipment in operation or on display.  I was there only on Saturday during the day.  I 
don't believe 4506 was involved in any of the night operations. 

During the first half of the day, 4506 hauled the caboose train.  Around noon, two 
special runs were made demonstrating how train orders were delivered to the crew on 
the fly. 

http://bjryrail.com/
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Crew members: 
Engineer:  Ed Brown (former RI Engineer) 
Conductor:  Linda Evans 
Train Order Operator:  Arnold Niderer (former RI T.O. Operator) 
Dispatcher:  Harold Krewer 

2 RI Suburban coaches plus C&NW combine 7700 were used on the steam powered 
passenger train, but I didn't get the RI car numbers. 

I added photos of Charles City Western 300 to the Google Drive directory, since CCW 
had a connection to the RI at Marble Rock, IA.  I wonder what the chances of a photo 
with CCW 300 and RI 4506/1266 in the same shot exist. 

Photos (full size files):   
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cpkn3mw0fgemKlA5kf5Im0zsAjyO1StW 

Video (RI 4506 & CCW 300): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4mPvVCXLAE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7siiYQwhuU 

Video (A little of everything):  https://youtu.be/AhMg4Gtpyyg 

Video (1630s 100th birthday):  https://youtu.be/_Hta1iV1B3M 

Photo notes:  The gentleman at the CTC machine is Harold Krewer and the gentleman 
in the brown shirt passing up the train orders is Arnold Niderer. 

Chuck Amstein 

RI 4506 UPDATE BY CHUCK AMSTEIN 

From: Charles Amstein 
To: Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com> 
Sent: 8/15/2018 5:32:13 PM 
Subject: RI 4506 update 
Hello, 
   
Here is an update on RI GP-7R 4506. 
On the weekend of August 11 & 12,  Illinois Railway Museum in Union, Illinois put on its 
famous Diesel Weekend, and RI 4506 was one of the stars.  4506 made several runs 
hauling the ever-popular caboose train. 
   
I was there on Saturday from around 10AM to 2PM.  Hopefully, maybe someone else 
will send in photos from Sunday and later on Saturday. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cpkn3mw0fgemKlA5kf5Im0zsAjyO1StW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4mPvVCXLAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7siiYQwhuU
https://youtu.be/AhMg4Gtpyyg
https://youtu.be/_Hta1iV1B3M
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4 Rock Island suburban cars were also in the coach train on both days. 
   
Coach train consist: 
   
(various combinations of diesels) 
ATSF Combine 2544 (ADA compliant) 
RI Suburban coach 2571 
RI Suburban coach 2582 
RI Suburban coach 2602 
RI Suburban coach 2555 
DLW Suburban coach 561 
DLW Suburban coach 556 
   
I don't believe 4506 was used on the coach train unless there was an unannounced 
schedule change. 
   
Photos (full-size files):  https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jzSWA_GNm-
WMNvmECT3RSwcuMtQ8RW_l 

Video (different diesels, Saturday 10 AM to 2 PM):  https://youtu.be/CtGvwobb2f4 
  
Video (just RI 4506, Saturday 10 AM to 2 PM):  https://youtu.be/j4mPvVCXLAE 
  
Diesel Days locomotive schedule:  http://www2.irm.org/blogs/archives/2054-Diesel-
Days,-August-11-and-12,-2018.html 
   
Chuck Amstein 

COLLECTION OF LINKS TO PHOTOS AND VIDEOS OF THE JOLIET 
ROCKET 9-15-2018 BY PAUL SCHUCH 

From:    Paul Schuch <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> 
Date:    Sat, September 15, 2018 5:47 pm 
To:      "RITSlist" <ritslist@yahoogroups.com> 
         "Rock Island Lines  Group at IO" <rockislandlines@groups.io> 

All: 
NKP 765 leads Joliet Rocket morning train Eastbound on 9-15-2018 - YouTube Sites: 

https://youtu.be/HxWOEszf5o8      

US 30 east of Joliet at Pilcher Park 
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/HxWOEszf5o8/maxresdefault.jpg] 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jzSWA_GNm-WMNvmECT3RSwcuMtQ8RW_l
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jzSWA_GNm-WMNvmECT3RSwcuMtQ8RW_l
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jzSWA_GNm-WMNvmECT3RSwcuMtQ8RW_l
https://youtu.be/CtGvwobb2f4
https://youtu.be/j4mPvVCXLAE
http://www2.irm.org/blogs/archives/2054-Diesel-Days,-August-11-and-12,-2018.html
http://www2.irm.org/blogs/archives/2054-Diesel-Days,-August-11-and-12,-2018.html
http://www2.irm.org/blogs/archives/2054-Diesel-Days,-August-11-and-12,-2018.html
https://youtu.be/HxWOEszf5o8
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/HxWOEszf5o8/maxresdefault.jpg
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https://youtu.be/HxWOEszf5o8 

The Joliet Rocket: NKP 765 
https://youtu.be/HxWOEszf5o8 
This is a video of NKP 765 and the Joliet Rocket. She has just left Joliet on her trip to 
Chicago. 9-15-18 

Nickel Plate Road 765 Joliet Rocket in Joliet, Illinois  
https://youtu.be/9S_yVD-4-Uc   

The Fort Wayne Rail Historical Society brings its steam engine to Joliet to pull a train of 
historic rail passenger cars to Chicago as part of the Joliet Roc... 

Nickel Plate Road 765 "The Joliet Rocket" Roars through Tinley Park/80th Ave. 
[https://i.ytimg.com/vi/UZvmtNXyj78/maxresdefault.jpg   
https://youtu.be/UZvmtNXyj78 

Once again NKP 765 is back in Town hauling the Joliet Rocket Excursion Train! This 
was an experience I will Never Forget, why? Today was my first time seeing... 

Thank you METRA and Fort Wayne Railroad Historical Society! 

Paul Schuch 

DRONE VIDEO OF OLD ROCK ISLAND SILVIS SHOPS, NOW 
NATIONAL RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO 

From:    Jim Welch 
Date:    Sat, September 8, 2018 10:46 am 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkNcaaXE3ms 
 

PLANNED ROCK ISLAND LOCOMOTIVE APPEARANCE CANCELED 
AT LAST MOMENT FOR MECHANICAL PROBLEMS 

FIRST, THE ANNOUNCEMENT: HISTORIC ROCK ISLAND LOCOMOTIVES TO 
APPEAR FOR THE JOLIET ROCKET 
Tuesday, August 21, 2018 2:29 PM 

Historic Rock Island locomotives to appear for The Joliet Rocket 

https://youtu.be/HxWOEszf5o8
https://youtu.be/HxWOEszf5o8
https://youtu.be/9S_yVD-4-Uc
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/UZvmtNXyj78/maxresdefault.jpg
https://youtu.be/UZvmtNXyj78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkNcaaXE3ms
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CHICAGO, IL. – The Fort Wayne Railroad Historical Society, Metra, and Iowa Northern 
Railway are partnering to transport historic Rock Island locomotives no. 652 and no. 
630 to LaSalle Street Station for the Society’s steam powered excursion event The 
Joliet Rocket.On September 15th and 16th, the locomotives will be on display for the 
enjoyment of The Joliet Rocket’s passengers. It will mark their return to the station for 
the first time in nearly 40 years. Cincinnati Scenic Railway and Trains Magazine will 
sponsor the movement of the engines to Chicago.On September 15, Trains Magazine 
will sponsor a special nighttime photo session at LaSalle Street Station featuring the two 
diesel locomotives.     https://www.showclix.com/event/rock-island-night-photo-session  
John MatrowWichita KS  

FOLLOWED BY THE CANCELLATION NOTICE:  

 

1968 - QUAD CITIES PASSENGER STATIONS COMBINED 
From:    Dave Auestad 
Date:    Thu, July 19, 2018 4:59 pm 
To:      RITSlist@yahoogroups.com 

Per todays Moline Dispatch... 
1968 - 50 Years Ago 

https://www.showclix.com/event/rock-island-night-photo-session
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"The Illinois Commerce Commission today issued an order authorizing the Rock Island 
Lines to close its passenger station in Moline and consolidate at the Rock Island depot." 
  

Davenport was combined into Rock Island as well, but as that would have involved the 
Iowa Commerce Commission,  I don't know when it took place. 
Dave 

INAUGURAL RUN OF ROCK 4506 

From: Steven Suhs <gcbear205@yahoo.com> 
To: Dave Engle <rirocket@att.net>  
Sent: Sunday, July 8, 2018 6:41 AM 
Subject: Re: Rock 4506 
    
Dave 
Before I forget, 4506's inaugural run was made up 4 RI 25 and 2600 series commuter 
coaches.  The photo is from its second run as the Santa Fe combine is used to for ADA 
persons. 
Steve 

On Saturday, July 7, 2018, 7:27 PM, Steven Suhs <gcbear205@yahoo.com> wrote: 
Dave 
Attached are a couple of photos I took today at Illinois railroad museum of Rock 4506  
Hope this helps you 
Steve  

Photo by Steve Suhs. 
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ROCK ISLAND'S MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGES - WITH 
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM WILLIAM RIEBE 

Subject: Bridging the Mississippi | National Archives 
From:    "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 
Date:    Sat, June 2, 2018 12:53 pm 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

Bridging the Mississippi 
The Railroads and Steamboats Clash at the Rock Island Bridge 
Prologue Magazine, Summer 2004, Vol. 36, No. 2 
By David A. Pfeiffer 
https://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2004/summer/bridge.html 

Downstream elevation drawing of the first bridge at Rock Island.  
(William Riebe, "The Government Bridge," The Rock Island Digest) 

 
INDIANA 
 

https://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2004/summer/bridge.html
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IOWA 

BUDDY BURTON PHOTOS FROM IOWA AND ILLINOIS 
From:    Buddy Burton  
Date:    Sun, September 23, 2018 12:46 pm 
To:      editor@rockislandreporter.com 

Hello: It has been a busy summer along the former Rock Island line from Chicago to 
Council Bluffs. 1)The Iowa Interstate in conjunction with the Mitchellville Firefighters 
Association sponsored the Mitchellville Steam Experience on Saturday, August 18, 
2018.  All photos by Buddy Burton. 

QJ 2-10-2 6988 led the excursions along with IAIS 703 on the westbound trips. It was a 
SOLD OUT event. 

Also the Brooklyn Steam Experience was held on Sunday, August 19, 2018, from 
Brooklyn to Ladora, IA and also was SOLD OUT. It was sponsored by the Brooklyn Fire 
Dept. 
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On September 15 & 16, 2018 the Ft Wayne Railroad Historical Society and Metra 
sponsored the Joliet Rocket with four excursions from Joliet to LaSalle Street Station in 
Chicago, IL. The event was a sell out. 

I ended my day with a trip to the Illinois Railway Museum to grab the CRI&P 4506. 
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SONG: ROCKET TO CHICAGO BY MICHAEL "HAWKEYE" HERMAN  

From:    "Michael Herman" 
Date:    Sun, September 23, 2018 12:16 am 
To:      editor@rockislandreporter.com 

Rocket to Chicago 
words & music by Michael "Hawkeye" Herman 
www.HawkeyeHerman.com 

"Michael 'Hawkeye' Herman's performance of his tune 'Rocket to Chicago' is a lesson in 
how to incorporate personal storytelling, instrumental technique, and railroad blues 
history to tell a compelling story. There's a lesson here for music and history educators 
and touring musicians alike in audience engagement, as well as personal branding and 
slide guitar technique." - Michael Frank/Earwig Records 

Rocket to Chicago 
music video: 
https://youtu.be/C-g1MAHczyg 

Winter mornin', silent snow, 
The Chicago Rocket is moanin' low.  
Across the river and past the Fort,  
Rolling east out of Davenport.  
Out of Davenport. Out of Davenport.  
(That train used to ring her bell when she crossed Government Bridge over the 
Mississippi River between Davenport, Iowa, and Rock Island, Illinois. I could hear that 
bell cutting through the night.)  

This old train is running late,  
as she rolls into the Prairie State.  
Rock Island, Moline, East Moline,  
When she clears the yards she's gonna pick up steam.  
She's gonna pick up steam out of East Moline.                                                                 
(That train had to move real slow through the Quad Cities, and on through the Silvis 
railroad yards. But when she got out toward Greenrock, Illinois, there was nothing but 
corn fields all the way to Chicago. And she could really roll under a full head of steam.)  

Elgin, Joliet, LaSalle / Peru,  
This old train gonna roll right through.  
Steel wheels grinding down the railroad track,  
Listen to 'em now going clickety-clack.  
Goin' clickety-clack, down the railroad track.                                                                     
(Hear them drivin' wheels. Steel wheels on steel rails, popping the joints in the track. 
That's what makes that clickety-clack sound, and it sounds like music to me.) 

http://www.HawkeyeHerman.com
https://youtu.be/C-g1MAHczyg
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(Twenty-five miles southwest of Chicago is a little town called Blue Island, Illinois. When 
the train got to Blue Island she had to start cutting back on the speed and steam, 'cause 
she was getting close to home, the LaSalle Street Station in downtown Chicago. They 
way the slowed that train down was with air brakes. I said airrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr brakes.)  

"Chicago city" the conductor said, "LaSalle Street Station is up ahead."  
It's the end of the line and the end of my song,  
'Cause the old Rock Island is dead and gone.  
She's dead and gone, she's dead and gone.                                                                             
(I think I hear that train coming through just one last time. She's twenty miles out, on the 
westside of Davenport, near a little town called,Durant, Iowa. I hear her blowing that 
whistle long and lonesome, way off in the distance.)  

"Chicago city" the conductor said, "LaSalle Street Station is up ahead."  
It's the end of the line and the end of my song,  
'Cause the old Rock Island is dead and gone.  
She's dead and gone, she's dead and gone.  
(When I stepped off that train in Chicago there was a guy selling newspapers. He said, 
"Hey man, where did you get on this train?" I said, "Davenport." He said, "Say what?" I 
thought Davenport, Iowa was the center of the universe at that time. How could he not 
know where Davenport is? So, I said it again. "Davenport." He said again, "Say what?" 
Well, I took out my National guitar, put the slide on the pinky of my left hand, looked him 
in the eye, and decided to give this guy a lesson in Heartland geography.)  

Davenport! Daven-port!! Da-ven-port!!!"  

© 1986 Michael A. Herman 

SPERRY, IA AND THE ZEPHYR ROUTE - FROM ROCK ISLAND LINES 
GROUP 

Subject: Re: [RockIslandLines] Sperry, IA and the Zephyr Route 
From:    Tom Brugman, Rock Island Reporter via Groups.Io" 
<tbrug=aol.com@groups.io> 
Date:    Mon, September 17, 2018 10:58 pm 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

Don 

Can you pinpoint the year you saw this? BN and RI may have been trading the 
responsibilities for switching the plant on an annual basis. A common arrangement for 
RRs but maddening as hell for shippers who have to train the new RR each year. ADM 
just hated this between N&W and IC in Decatur IL. Also shippers in West Lake Charles 
LA, between KCS and SP.  Lots of examples of this around the US.  
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The RI Industry manual may not have specified this because it wasn’t necessary for rate 
construction.  

Tom 

On Sep 17, 2018, at 9:09 PM, Donald Harness wrote: 
  
The Rock Island did switch the gyp plant. I worked the agents job in the early 1970s 
during a severe winter. The Rock Island local was backing into the plant and became 
snow bound. My job was abolished for a few days while the main line was cleared but 
the local was still stuck in the snow. I witnessed the RI section men physically digging 
out the train. The northbound Burlington local has a snowplow mounted on a gondola 
that derailed north of town and  was still in the ditch when my job was reestablished. 
Don H:     

From: Tom Brugman, Rock Island Reporter via Groups.Io" 
Date:    Mon, September 17, 2018 4:58 pm 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

Sperry, IA is listed in the 1971 Rock Island Industrial Directory as BN - RI jointly served. 
US Gypsum at Sperry is open to reciprocal switching for RI.  BN performed actual plant 
switching (green/black engines doing the plant switching rather than red). BN switcher 
delivered RI shipments to RI at Mediapolis 2.5 miles away.  
Also at Sperry, showing RI served open to BN industry is ARCO Chemical on Main St.  

Switching relationships like this one usually indicate both roads had their own tracks in 
place at an earlier time in history. One railroad decides to abandon its tracks in favor of 
switch service from the other.  

Other that that I know nothing about Sperry.  
Tom 
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On Sep 17, 2018, at 2:32 PM,  
Ken Vandevoort via Groups.Io <apo09324=yahoo.com@groups.io> wrote: 
  
The track profile is in the Des Moines County Auditors office.  I did a search many years 
ago when I was an abstractor and IDOT needed both sides of Hwy 61 searched for the 
eventual 4 lane.  Also, Rock Island did not go to the USG plant.  It was the Burlington.  
Dave Lotz even has a list of car numbers the Burlington dedicated to that plant.  I was of 
the opinion that the area where the switch was located still belongs to the railroad due 
to the type of deed.  At that time, it was never transferred to anyone else and there was 
no reversion clause. 
 Ken Vandevoort 

Sperry, Ia And The Zephyr Route 
From:    John Matrow 
Date:    Mon, September 17, 2018 10:02 am 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

1964 USGS Sperry quadrangle map shows spur coming off the line going south and 
turning west following 210th street on the north side. It then crossed the 210th at about 
a 45 degree angle and went south on the east side of the plant. 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/f?p=262:1:342200817546  

John Matrow 
Wichita KS 

On Mon, 17 Sep 2018 13:31:54 +0000 (UTC) David Engle <rirocket@att.net> 
writes: 
Do you know where a person can find the track profile where the RI went to the USG 
plant west of Sperry, IA? I looked at Google Earth and can see where the main line was, 
but cant see the line to the plant. The farmers have pretty much destroyed it. 
Dave Engle 

Sperry, IA and the Zephyr Route 
From:    Ken Vandevoort via Groups.Io 
Date:    Mon, September 17, 2018 11:51 pm 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

The line from Burlington to Mediapolis had to be dual gauge at one time.  The 
Burlington had the narrow gauge and it left the Rock Island on the north side of  

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/f?p=262:1:342200817546
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Mediapolis and went to Winfield where it again split for Washington and Oskaloosa.  
The entire narrow gauge route became standard gauge from one end to the other on 
one Sunday.  Today's track on the Burlington Junction in Burlington is part Burlington, 
part Rock Island and part Muscatine, north and south.  USG still ships by rail.  The 
drywall is trucked to Burlington Junction's transloading facility in Burlington and loaded 
on railcars which are then brought over to the BNSF interchange track.  The deed 
shows the USG spur was owned by the Burlington.  USG is closer to Mediapolis than to 
Sperry.  When the Rock Island shut down and the ROW was deeded over, mineral 
rights were retained.  Legal descriptions can still show railroads that are no longer 
there.  This caused a problem with the maps made for Des Moines County before GIS.  
The ROW's were no longer shown on the maps, but they were in all the legal 
descriptions.  One of the former Mediapolis agents was Bob Stanton.  He was also one 
of the last Pella agents.  Burlington Junction still uses an Alco C-415.  One of the 
engineers is #2 in company seniority and I was best man at his wedding. 

Ken Vandevoort 

 

GRAIN TRAIN - LETTERED LOCOS ON ROCK ISLAND 

From:    Tom Brugman via Groups.Io 
Date:    Mon, August 13, 2018 10:12 am 
To:      RITSLIST@groups.io 

I suspect the grain train sign is a Public Relations ploy motivated by the Marketing 
department. 1978-79 was a great crop year for US grain worldwide, (African food 
shortages, etc) and there was a lot of pressure on US railroads to move grain to export 
terminals. It’s a local message to the agriculture powers that: the Rock Island is doing 
everything it can to get your grain to the world.  

Rock Island was experiencing a power shortage due to the poor condition of its 
locomotive fleet that year. I remember internal ICC reports that reflected shipper 
complaints of poor service due to locomotive shortages. RI’s locomotive fleet was 
largely evaluated in the ICC report as junk, that the rest of the railroad industry 
considered to be largely unsalvageable.  

This was one of the many reports done within the ICC on the evolving problem of the 
Rock, that lead to the complete shutdown later in 1979.  

During locomotive shortage periods, shippers of all types complain that their 
commodities are being allowed to sit still in yards, while others get the good locomotives 
and service. Ag shippers being the most vocal in these situations.  

Solution for Rock Island management?  Label some grain trains and make sure they run 
through agricultural areas to be as visible as possible. The average American can’t tell a 
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grain car from a submarine anyway.  So it doesn’t matter what the loco is actually pulling 
at the time.  

Tom Brugman 

On Aug 10, 2018, at 9:36 PM,  
Tony Long wrote: 
  
Here’s a photo of a GP40 with the GRAIN TRAIN sign — on the back lists several other 
GP40’s. 
I’ve seen one SD40-2 with a sign like this. 

Was there a compiled list of the all cab numbers that had these applied?   If not, here’s 
a start on it. 

https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/m~cAAOSwlGtbZNB5/s-l1600.jpg 

https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/OTUAAOSw1lBbZNB3/s-l1600.jpg 

ROCK ISLAND EMPLOYEES RESCUE BABY AT GRUNDY CENTER, IA 
- 1913      
----- Forwarded Message ----- 
 From: James Rueber 
 To: RIRocket@att.net  
 Sent: Monday, June 18, 2018 1:14 PM 
 Subject: Babe Born On Train 
    
THE GRUNDY DEMOCRAT,  Grundy Center, Iowa   
Thursday, June 4, 1913. 
A five minutes old baby was picked up from the railroad track early Saturday morning a 
few rods east of the depot at Morrison, Iowa.  The section men going out to their work 
found it.  Jonas Shaftstahl who was nearby, put the little mite in his hat and carried it to 
the house where the women washed it and put on its first uniform.  The child didn't 
seem to have been hurt from its unusual introduction into the world and since her birth 
she has been acting and growing like all normal babies do.   The mother of the child is 
Mrs. J. M. Dougherty of Cedar Rapids.  She is a trained nurse and had been working on 
two cases at Grundy Center for nearly a month.  She nursed the Schultz family through  

https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/m~cAAOSwlGtbZNB5/s-l1600.jpg
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/OTUAAOSw1lBbZNB3/s-l1600.jpg
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a case if typhoid fever and for a week she took care of Mrs. Wm Smith.  She came here 
under her maiden name Winifred Lacey and no one knew she was married.  She claims 
she was married to J. M. Dougherty last September and that she lived two months with 
her husband and then left him because he didn't support her.  She says her husband is 
on the road.   Mrs. Dougherty a week ago told the doctors for whom she was working 
that she had to be home June 1st.  Friday she expected to go home Saturday 
afternoon, but she left for home on the Rock Island motor at seven Saturday morning.  
Within two minutes of the time the motor pulled into Morrison the woman went into the 
water closet and the car had moved only a few rods out of the Morrison station before 
the babe was dropped from the water closet to the track.  The marshal at Vinton was 
asked to get the woman from the train there and it was a great relief to her when she 
was told her baby was living and she was glad of the chance to go back to Reinbeck on 
the next train where she was taken into the home of Dr. Kahler and cared for and she is 
still there.  Her baby was sent down to her.  The woman states she didn't know the child 
was born until she was more than an hour's ride of the place of her baby's birth.    It is 
more than likely that the unfortunate woman had no evil intentions whatever and that 
she is more entitled to sympathy than criticism.    The end. 
James Rueber 

 

ROCK ISLAND CABOOSE IN BAXTER IOWA 

Subject: Re: Emailing: IMG_0698 
From:    "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net> 
Date:    Wed, May 30, 2018 10:18 am 
To:      "Gene" 
Cc:      "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 
         "S. Kirkpatrick" 

Excellent!!! 
Am forwarding to Tom B. and Roger now.  Dave Engle 

      From: Gene Koder 
 To: David Engle <rirocket@att.net>  
 Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 1:26 PM 
 Subject: Emailing: IMG_0698 
    
David, here's the caboose at Baxter now. 
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Photo by Gene Koder. 
 

1969 ROCK ISLAND WRECK AT MISSOURI JUNCTION 
  
To: Dave Engle <RIrocket@att.net>  
 Sent: Monday, April 30, 2018 7:55 PM 
 Subject: Rock Island Wreck info 
   
Dave, 

I'm looking for some help on a Rock Island wreck. It was on or about 5/23/1969 at 
Missouri Division Junction. I was a student at Iowa City and saw the picture of the 
wreck in the newspaper. I drove to Davenport and got some photos. Soon after I 
graduated and never found out what happened. It appeared that an eastbound freight 
from Des Moines ran into the side of an eastbound train from Eldon at the junction 
switch. Do you or a friend know what happened? 
We may have met. I was a long time member of RITS. I wrote the Tales of the Corn Belt 
Rocket that was in Remember the Rock. I am thinking of doing a followup article and 
including  the wreck in it. Anything you can provide would be appreciated. 
Thank you, 
Bill Sibley 

[Bill - we have filed an inquiry with National Archives to find the accident report 
on this wreck. We will include it in this issue if it comes in before publication.  
Otherwise, we'll get it for the next issue.  Tom] 
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KANSAS 

RECOMMENDED VISIT - LIMON DEPOT MUSEUM 

From:    "Bob Yarger via Groups.Io" 
Date:    Tue, August 7, 2018 11:26 am 
To:      "RockIslandLines@groups.io" <RockIslandLines@groups.io> 

Yes, it is a very nice local museum.  They also have numerous employee rosters, on 
which I found several of my Goodland neighbors, their seniority dates, etc., perhaps 
more interesting to me as a retired (non-RI) conductor myself. 
While in the area, be sure to visit the UP's Hugo roundhouse nearby.  It is one of only 
two fully intact UP roundhouses extant (the other at Evanston, WY).  This is an amazing 
project, headed up by two local women, who have used grant monies to return the 
structure from a badly crumbling derelict to its current state.  Walls have been repaired 
by an expert restoration mason, including a side wall that collapsed completely in a high 
wind.  A new roof installed, capable of handling heavy snow load.  Original metal 
smokejacks were rehung inside and the rooftop asbestos portions replicated.  They are 
presently working on windows and doors.  All work has been done to historical 
standards, including busting out a concrete floor laid during its later use as a hardware 
store/implement dealer.  Their eventual goal is a historic site/railroad museum.  They 
hope to install a turntable, of which we have found what we think is a suitable 80-foot 
Harriman table in California. 
http://www.hugoroundhouse.org/ 

Bob Yarger 

From: Bill Wasinger 
To: RITS <ritslist@yahoogroups.com>; RILG <rockislandlines@groups.io>  
Sent: Monday, August 6, 2018 11:49 PM 
Subject: [RockIslandLines] Limon station visit 
    
Visited the former Rock Island/UP station in Limon, CO last week. While the station 
served both railroads, according to the docents of what is now the Limon Heritage 
museum, the bulk of the station was Rock Island office space which, like so many 
others, were left as they stood on shutdown day. The southern half of the museum/
station is a tribute to Limon's Rock Island heritage, with many of the office fixtures as 
they were found and a great deal of history of Rock Island history in Limon. The waiting 
area and bathrooms appear to be almost in original form, with even more Rock Island 
photos/memorabilia/records on display. The northern half of the museum features some 
wonderfully done exhibits highlighting the Native American history of the area as well as 
an N-scale layout representing the Limon station layout in the 40's. The museum also 
featured a diner of unknown heritage, a UP caboose, and what was painted as a MILW 
baggage car.  
If you should find yourself traveling on I-70 in eastern Colorado, the Limon depot is well 
worth the stop. 
Limon Depot 

http://www.hugoroundhouse.org/
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KENTUCKY 

Subject: RIR #18, JANUARY 2018 & some 'S' models 
From:    Randall Griggs 
Date:    Mon, April 9, 2018 11:10 pm 
To:      "editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

Hi, Tom! 

I was born in 1944 in Council Bluffs, IA, and lived in Hancock, IA until I 
graduated from ISU in 1967 and moved to Louisville, KY.  Anyway, the 
Rock Island is one of my favorite railroads as it's main line from Council 
Bluffs to DeMoines ran just south of town.  In fact my Dad purchased the 
quonset hut used by the railroad when the line was built in the early 50's as 
a service facility for the earth movers used back them.  My Dad was a bee 
keeper and used the quonset hut to store bee supers & supplies, etc., until 
he retired.  (You can still see this quonset hut on Google Maps if you look 
just south of Hancock, IA and just south of the old R. I. embankment.)  But, 
I digress. 

The real reason I wanted to send you this eMail and attachments is that 
your eMail address was listed in the recent ROCK ISLAND REPORTER.  I 
thought you might be interested in a couple 'S' scale (1:64 scale) model 
railroad cars I built quite some time back.  One is a 2-bay covered hopper 
(ROCK ISLAND) I built from a kit.  The other is a Thrall gondola (ROCK) 
that I also built from a kit I found on eBay. 
I'm attaching several photos along with a '.pdf' article about the gondola 
construction I thought you might be somewhat interested in. 
Best regards,Randall (Randy) Griggs 
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All images provided by Randy Griggs. 

 

LOUISIANA 
 

MICHIGAN 

Filename: Album-11 - 'TrainStuff' 52.5' Thrall Gondola - 'The ROCK'.doc 

Page 1 of 7   

Back in 2002 while perusing eBay, I found a ‘TrainStuff’ 52’-6” Thrall Gondola kit in Rock Island 
“ROCK” colors for sale. Since I had scratch-built a 52’-6” Thrall gondola in ‘RailGon’ colors several 
years earlier, I thought it would be neat to have another Thrall gondola to go with it. Following are some 
photos and details of my experiences putting this kit together. 
 

 Trainstuff 52-6 Thrall Gondola 
Kit – eBay.jpg 
Here’s the eBay photo of the ‘Trainstuff’ 52’-6” Thrall Gondola Kit I found. I ‘won’ this item on eBay 
on March 30, 2002 for $36.00 + $4.00 S&H. There were 12 bids, total. When it arrived, it appeared to 
be complete. The only problem I noticed is that the cast resin sides were slightly warped. I was able 
(when I finally got started with this project) to straighten the warped sides out using a hair dryer and 
clamping the sides between two flat items. It took several ‘tries’, but I finally got them straight enough 
to begin the building process. During this process, one of the sides broke, vertically, down the side. I 
eventually repaired this snafu with 5-minute epoxy, which seemed to adhere to the resin casting okay. 
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MINNESOTA 

MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE - ARTICLE "THE LAST TRAIN RIDE" BY 
JAMES L. MURRIE AND NAOMI JEFFERY PETERSEN 
 

Subject: Fw: The Last Train Home - A Memorial Day article 
From:    David Thompson 

Dear Friends, 
As we approach Memorial Day, I want to share with you a train story you may not soon 
forget.  

Having sent many of you the earlier the article, "The Last Train Ride" by James Murrie & 
Naomi Jefferson Peterson that was in the Spring-Summer 2015 issue of "Railroad 
History: The Journal of the Railway & Locomotive Historical Society," (see attached), 
here is a new and adapted version of that article, entitled "The Last Train Home," with 
new information from the original article. This article appeared in the February 2018 
issue of American History Magazine and was recently placed on-line by History Net 
(see: http://www.historynet.com/last-train-home.htm ). 
The article goes into detail showing how the remains of WW II troops came home to 
ports of entry from the Pacific theater in Oakland, CA and from the European and 
Mediterranean theaters of WW II in Brooklyn, NY.  
Fifteen distribution centers were set up across the US where special Army mortuary 
cars were used to deliver remains to centers close to the homes of a fallen serviceman.   
Then the remains were put in baggage cars of American railroad passenger trains for 
the final trip home.  

The 15 distribution centers were set up in the following in Army Quartermaster Depots 
or Army Service Forces Depots: Brooklyn, NY; Schenectady, NY; Philadelphia, PA; 
Charlotte, NC; Atlanta, GA; Memphis, TN; Columbus, OH; Chicago, IL; Kansas City, 
MO; Fort Worth, TX; San Antonio, TX; Ogden, UT; San Francisco/Oakland, CA; Auburn, 
WA; Mira Loma, CA. 

http://www.historynet.com/last-train-home.htm
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The Last Train Home is a great article in a little known piece of railroad history that 
highlights the high cost of our wars and the role our railroads played in bringing our 
fallen servicemen home after WW II. It is a great story to read as we near Memorial Day, 
to remember all of those who "remained forever young," making the ultimate sacrifice in 
WW II.  

The U Tube animation entitled "The Fallen of WW II" looks at the human cost of the 
Second World War and sizes up the numbers to other wars in history, including trends in 
recent conflicts (see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwKPFT-RioU ). 
In WW II thousands of American soldiers (405,399) lost their lives in that war against the 
Axis powers. About 3/4th's of them died in Europe fighting Hitler and German forces. 
We still remember that war in commemorations of the end of that conflict 73 years ago 
this year. 

To capture this story in brief, I encourage you to watch a U-Tube of Rick Atkinson's 
9/11/2013 presentation at the US Army War College on "WW II Soldiers in Northern 
Europe" (see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pUUq3AvygiI ).  

This excellent video of Pulitzer Prize Winning author Rick Atkinson on "WW II Soldiers 
in Northern Europe" captures a poignant story appropriate for Memorial Day dealing 
with the casualties of WW II... in an eight minute section on "The Dead Come Home" (at 
the 23:00 minute to the 30:54 minute mark), underlining the high cost of war and the 
extent our country has gone to honor these veterans and bring them from far-flung 
battlefields to their final resting place at home. The video presentation tells this story 
and the effort to gather the effects of each soldier and ship that home also is quite 
striking. 

Atkinson's U Tube presentation, early on, tells us worldwide, WW II cost 60 million lives, 
27,600 every day for 6 years, 1,150 dead per hour, one death every 3 seconds for 6 
years...a stunning figure of sacrifice and sorrow never matched in military history. 
 In 1947, a great repatriation effort was made in a one time offer to families of 405,399 
deceased U.S. service personnel to bring their bodies home, of which 56% of the 
families accepted, bringing home 171,000 WW II veterans remains, costing the 
government $200,000,000 in 1945 dollars...equal to $7 Billion dollars today. It cost the 
government $564.50 per body in 1945 dollars to exhume, re-embalm, and ship the 
remains of a deceased veteran killed overseas to their home of record for burial. 

Here are photos from a Life Magazine issue in November 1947 showing rail cars loaded 
with WW II repatriated veterans remains from the ETO at the Brooklyn Army Terminal in 
Brooklyn, NY and ferried to New Jersey for connection with the Pennsylvania Railroad's 
Greenville Rail Yards in Jersey City, NJ for correctly sorting and routing outbound casket 
shipments on passenger trains to 15 distribution centers in the US, where they again 
would be sorted and placed in a baggage car, with military escort, on a railroad 
company's passenger train to the serviceman's hometown (see: http://
members.trainweb.com/bedt/milrr/batbtww2repat.html ). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwKPFT-RioU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pUUq3AvygiI
http://members.trainweb.com/bedt/milrr/batbtww2repat.html
http://members.trainweb.com/bedt/milrr/batbtww2repat.html
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The Memorial Day Foundation tells this story well (see: http://www.memorialdayfoundati 
on.org/articles/safely-rest.ht ml ), using the Prologue of David P. Colley's book, "Safely 
Rest" (see: http://www.amazon.com/Safely-Rest-David-Colley/dp/0425205142/
ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1464563436&sr=1-1&keywords=Safely+Rest ). 

Today, few of the public are touched by grief in the occasional return of the remains of a 
soldier from our contemporary conflicts, since the number is so low compared to WW II. 
Today, it happens quietly, one at a time at the airport...not whole train-loads of remains 
daily arriving at train depots across the country over a period of two years...quite a 
spectacle that few in the time could miss or escape the pain of the loss to our nation.  

Many people at that time in post-WW II America now came to fully realize what it was to 
become a "Gold Star Family" and still others who were friends or acquaintances of 
those who had lost someone in WW II, felt the loss sharply with the return of a fallen 
serviceman on the morning train.  

Today, few Americans know anyone personally who has died in our most recent wars 
and they remain largely untouched by our present wars. After WW I & WW II everyone 
knew someone touched by the war in this way. 
On Memorial Day, remember this train story and the sacrifices made by those who took 
the last train ride home after the World War II...and the families who had to cope with 
the losses following this great conflict. 
Warm regards, 
Dave Thompson 
http://rlhs.org/Publications/History/RRH212-contents.pdf 

 

MISSOURI 

http://www.amazon.com/Safely-Rest-David-Colley/dp/0425205142/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1464563436&sr=1-1&keywords=Safely+Rest
http://www.amazon.com/Safely-Rest-David-Colley/dp/0425205142/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1464563436&sr=1-1&keywords=Safely+Rest
http://www.amazon.com/Safely-Rest-David-Colley/dp/0425205142/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1464563436&sr=1-1&keywords=Safely+Rest
http://rlhs.org/Publications/History/RRH212-contents.pdf
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NEBRASKA 

ROCK ISLAND NEBRASKA WRECK 1894 

Subject: Re: [RockIslandLines] Rock Island Wreck in Nebraska 
From:    Pete Hedgpeth 
Date:    Thu, June 14, 2018 9:21 am 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

There was a memorial erected at the site of this affair in IIRC 2009...I haven't been back 
out there recently, but I've looked in that direction and it may be that the memorial 
plaque has been taken away.  Anybody know for sure?  Since I am allergic to exercise I 
don't walk that way like the more energetic folks do. 
Pete 

-----Original Message----- 
From: John Matrow 
To: RockIslandLines <RockIslandLines@groups.io> 
Sent: Wed, Jun 13, 2018 8:03 pm 
Subject: Re: [RockIslandLines] Rock Island Wreck in Nebraska 

This has been called possibly the first domestic terrorism attack in the U.S. 
John Matrow 
Wichita KS 
  
On Wed, 13 Jun 2018 14:42:39 -0700  
Randy K. Curtin writes: 

I came across this article doing a search: 

EPILOGUE: A FORGOTTEN MYSTERY OF DEATH AND DESTRUCTION 
BY JOE DUGGAN / LINCOLN JOURNAL STAR FEB 22, 2010 
https://journalstar.com/special-section/epilogue/epilogue-a-forgotten-mystery-of-
death-and-destruction/article_2e0de0cc-1fc6-11df-9c5b-001cc4c002e0.html 

Randy   Curtin 
Tucson, AZ 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

READER APPROACHES LIONEL LLC TO PRODUCE ROCK ISLAND S-8 IN S 
SCALE 

From:    Frank Emiro 
Date:    Mon, April 9, 2018 9:24 pm 

https://journalstar.com/special-section/epilogue/epilogue-a-forgotten-mystery-of-death-and-destruction/article_2e0de0cc-1fc6-11df-9c5b-001cc4c002e0.html
https://journalstar.com/special-section/epilogue/epilogue-a-forgotten-mystery-of-death-and-destruction/article_2e0de0cc-1fc6-11df-9c5b-001cc4c002e0.html
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To:      "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

I asked Lionel to make this one in S gauge at the Big E train event in W. Springfield, 
Massachusetts in January  

Photo of Ri Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton S-8 805  
provided by Frank Emiro. 

 

NEW MEXICO 

TUCUMCARI RAILROAD MUSEUM 

From:    Robert Sandusky 
Date:    Fri, September 14, 2018 1:10 pm 
To:      editor@rockislandreporter.com 

I'm on the board of directors of the Tucumcari Railroad Museum. As you are probably 
aware, Tucumcari was the division point of the SP and CRI&P. We started our museum 
from scratch in 2012. We located in the partially restored 1926 Union Station which was 
beautifully redone. Were it not for the Rock Island railroad, Tucumcari would probably 
not have existed. None of our founding directors now live in Tucumcari, but we have 
three board members there who are doing a great job of keeping things up and running. 
We are not yet able to keep the museum open all season but will as soon as resources 
come available. 

 We have some interesting RI artifacts and try our best to give it equal billing with the 
SP. At some point this winter, we would like to put together an article about the museum 
for the Rock Island Reporter. If that is of interest to you, please send me information as 
to what formats and requirements we need to meet for a submittal.   

Best Regards, 
Robert L Sandusky 
Exhibit Director - Tucumcari Railroad Museum 

[Robert - Our readers would be very interested in the Museum's 
collection.  You write it and we'll be happy to feature it.  Tom - Rock 
Island Reporter]  
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NEW YORK 

THOUGHTS OM THE FUTURE OF RITS 

From:    Dave Friedman 
Date:    Sun, July 29, 2018 11:50 am 
To:      editor@rockislandreporter.com 

It’s disgraceful that an org. In existence for many years can be totally destroyed by a 
few people. I belonged to RITS for many yrs and are disgusted by the going’s on. Look 
at the health of Rr Sigs. Not the property of a few individuals. Fortunately we have 
Remember the Rock to keep the spirit and info alive. Hope you all can do better in 
future but remember I am 74 and won’t live forever.  

Dave Friedman. 
 

NORTH CAROLINA 

 

OHIO 

 

OKLAHOMA 

MORE ON METRA MP36PH #425 DON ORSENO 

From:    Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor" 
Date:    Tue, September 18, 2018 10:13 am 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 
         "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net> 

Great pic of the La Salle station Rocket in glorious Rock colors of yellow and red 
proudly wearing the infamous Rock Island logo.  Ole La Salle is long gone but you can 
catch a glimpse of her in the movies:  The Sting and North by Northwest.  The mighty 
fine line still has a presence thanks to Chicago rail transit that operates daily commuter 
trains over the Rock Island Division. 

Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor 
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Photographer Jacob Metzger caught MP36PH-3C #425 in charge of Metra train 407 departing LaSalle Street on 
February 14, 2018.  Jacob wrote: My "target" for the day was to shoot Metra 425 passing this building, and I'd say I 
achieved that.  It's painted in the Rock Island [Metallic] scheme to honor retired CEO Don Orseno.  I Hoped for sun, 
but got clouds instead.  Somehow not very surprising for a Chicago's winter day.  It was also typical of a Chicago day 
— snow on the ground, slush on the sidewalks.  Used with permission of Jacob Metzger.  

The following piece was reprinted from the Metra website.   
https://metrarail.com/about-metra/newsroom/the-signal/metra-makeover-designing-
locomotive-425 

 

https://metrarail.com/about-metra/newsroom/the-signal/metra-makeover-designing-locomotive-425
https://metrarail.com/about-metra/newsroom/the-signal/metra-makeover-designing-locomotive-425
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CANADIAN COUNTY MUSEUM LOCATED IN THE EL RENO ROCK 
ISLAND DEPOT 

From: Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor 
To: Tom Brugman <editor@rockislandreporter.com>; David Engle <rirocket@att.net>  
Cc: El Reno Museum <info@canadiancountymuseum.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 2, 2018 9:24 AM 
Subject: Rock Island Reporter 
    
Good morning guys.  Drove over yesterday in El Reno and paid a visit to the Canadian 
County Museum housed in the El Reno Rock Island Depot.  So many items of the Rock 
Island are here under the watchful eye of Pat Reuter and her daughter Vicki Proctor, 
President of the museum, and ably assisted volunteer Judy Mihm, along with Kendall 
Watson who runs the El Reno Trolley and a former  Rock Island employee, 1952 to 
shutdown in 1980.   
  
Just this week they put up a web site: info@canadiancountymuseum.com. and they 
would like to be added to the list of those receiving your wonderful Rock Island 
Reporter.  I realize the next issue will not be forthcoming until October but they will be 
most thankful for receiving it.  Could you please add them and welcome them along with 
the past issues to date and copy me when you do it. Many thanks. 

mailto:no_reply@apple.com
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Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate EditorHarrah, Ok. 

[Happy to do so. Welcome El Reno.  Tom] 

CHOCTAW, OK. CABOOSE 
From:    Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor 
Date:    Thu, August 2, 2018 10:37 am 
To:      "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net> 
         "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 
Am most happy to report that the community of Choctaw, Ok, is finally making a serious 
effort in restoring its ole outside braced caboose.  Took these pics yesterday (August 1, 
2018) showing windows installed and a new coat of red stain being applied.  When 
finished she will look great for all that pass by (it sits next to the Rock’s ole Choctaw 
line).  I previously reported on this in RIR that along with Harry Currie, past president of 
the Oklahoma Rail Museum, of a visit with Choctaw’s new City Manager and that it was 
his intention to restore this historical caboose……..and now it is happening.  Thanks 
Choctaw!! 

Following two photos by Dean Schirf 
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WANTED: PICTURES OF YUKON MILLING GRAIN ELEVATOR IN 
YUKON, OK 

Date:    Sat, May 26, 2018 5:01 pm 
To:      tbrug@aol.com 

From: Bruce Alcock 
Email: nytrr@hotmail.com 

Subject: Rock Island in Yukon, Oklahoma 
Message: I'm looking for pictures of the Rock Island served Yukon Milling grain elevator 
in Yukon, Oklahoma.  That elevator is still around and sports the Yukon's Best signage.  
It has become a landmark, but alas, the only picture are recent and I'm looking to see a 
picture from around 1960, so I can verify if the elevator was served with only 1 track.  
Any help that can be provided would be greatly appreciated. 
 -bruce 
PS:  I've already contacted the Yukon Historical Society and they didn't have what I 
needed. 
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PAUL WALTER PHOTO OF RI 4150 NORTH OF KINGFISHER, OK. 

From:    Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor 
Date:    Sat, May 12, 2018 10:51 am 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 
         "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net> 

Tom: Here is another Paul Walter’s picture with comments from Leroy Williams, RI 
System Operations, Mechanical Officer, 1953-1978.  Respectfully submitted:  Dean 
Schirf, Harrah, Ok. 

Great picture.  This was taken north of Kingfisher off highway 81 overpass just south of 
Dover, OK. The 4150 in its new Rock Island paint job sure looks good as compared to 
its old UP paint as seen on the third unit. In case you don’t know the 4150 was acquired 
from the UP in a deal where the UP got new Locomotives, the RI got its choice of units 
the UP were to trade in and were required to furnish an equal in number of RI  
locomotives  to EMD for scrap. Some of the UP units were equipped with large or giant 
snow plows which the RI really did need but were selected because they had just been 
through a UP upgrading to prepare for winter. Three of us Gann, Aten, and I went to 
Omaha to decide which units the RI wanted and got a lot of ribbing later about us 
selecting the ones with the snow plows.  These 4 units are running with clear stacks so 
all must be in good condition. What exhaust smoke that can be seen is going straight up 
so the train speed must have been slow. These type of trains were often called DRAGS 

RI 4150 north of Kingfisher off highway 81 overpass just south of Dover, 
OK. Photo by Paul Walter. 
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PAUL WALTERS PHOTO OF RI 4796 HEADED NORTH NEAR 
OKARCHE 

From:    Dean Schirf 
Date:    Tue, May 8, 2018 10:42 am 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 
         "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net> 

Having left El Reno, OK, about a dozen miles back, #4796 is headed north near 
Okarche on Rock Island’s Mid-Continent Line toward Kansas in the last year of its 
existence.  This magnificent picture was taken by Paul Walters of Edmond, OK, and is 
but one example of his photography of the once proud “Mighty Fine Line”.  For a more 
complete look at Paul’s work go to waltersrail.com <http://waltersrail.com/> and click on 
his blog “The Rock Island, A Stricken Railroad”. Over the last few months, while surfing 
various rail sites, I ran across some of Paul’s pictures (he still shoots transparencies 
(slides), has his own scanner and gets terrific results, as his blog will testify. I had the 
pleasure of meeting Paul recently spending the day going to Shawnee where we visited 
the ole historic buildings still standing that once made up the largest back shop 
operations of the Rock Island in this part of the country……. which at its peak, 
employed over 900 workers before shutting down in 1939.  Paul still roams the land 
shooting various notable rail locations along with his faithful dog “Bear," which I also had 
the pleasure of meeting.  Paul has given me permission to send this and encourages all 
who love the Rock to go to his blog site and see the Rock Island in Oklahoma taken 
against some of the most beautiful red dirt country you will ever see.  Many thanks Paul 
for taking the time to shoot my favorite railroad. 
Respectfully Submitted: 
Dean Schirf  Harrah, Ok. 

RI SD-402 #4796 is headed north out of El Reno, OK in 1979.  Photo by Paul Walters. 
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READER'S UPDATE ON RAILROAD BUSINESS IN OKLAHOMA 

From:    Bryan Nelms 
On Apr 9, 2018, at 10:56 PM, Bryan wrote: 
  
I don't know how to contribute to your publication but I have some interesting 
information for you. I have been a conductor with Union Pacific for 8 years and I'm a 
history buff. I work the Chickasha, Oklahoma City, Enid territory. With that said I have 
done a lot of reading about the history of the territory I work since I started with UP. You 
might be interested to know and share this territory is experiencing somewhat of a 
renaissance when it comes to business. However it is all about energy and frac sand! El 
Reno is about to become a major hub for frac sand unloading. Currently there are 3 
locations where frac sand unloading is occurring, two unload directly from rail cars to 
trucks and one takes a daily 32 car spot that gets unloaded into a former grain elevator. 
Halliburton built a two track loop unloading facility at banner that gets unit trains a few 
times a week. There is a Loop unloading facility at Okarche now that is getting blocks of 
cars that get unloaded directly into trucks and will be taking unit trains soon. UP is 
currently expanding the yard at El Reno some of which are yard tracks and others that 
will be rail to truck unloading tracks to be leased to the highest bidder.  There is another 
loop track facility that is about to break ground at El Reno that will take unit trains and a 
second such facility has been surveyed at Okarche. This doesn't include the unit trains 
that go to the Stillwater Central short line at Oklahoma City. Quite a lot of business on 
the old Rock Island right now. I didn't even mention the other new business south of El 
Reno, at Enid and in Oklahoma City. 

SOURCE FOR DIAGRAMS OF EL RENO YARD FACILITIES 1923 

[Mr Dilbeck is responding to an earlier request for El Reno drawings posted in 
ROCK ISLAND REPORTER. Tom] 

Subject: El Reno Diagrams 
From:    Eric Dilbeck <eric@oklahomarailwaymuseum.org> 
Date:    Mon, April 9, 2018 5:52 pm 
Cc:      "tbrug@aol.com" <tbrug@aol.com> 
         "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

Taylor, 

I was reading a back issue of Tom's Rock Island Reporter and came across your 
request for el Reno drawings. The Oklahoma Railway Museum recently acquired by 
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donation a blueprint of the Rock Island El Reno facilities. The last rev date is September 
14, 1923. The scanned file is quite large as the blueprint is 16 ft by 3 ft. If you are 
interested in it,I can setup a way to transfer the files. I have it scanned into two pdf files 
140 mg and 179 mg. 

Eric Dilbeck, President 
Oklahoma Railway Museum 
3400 NE Grand Blvd 
Oklahoma City, OK 73111 
405.823.7986 
eric@oklahomarailwaymuseum.org 

 

OREGON 

 

PENNSYLVANIA 
 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

ILLUSTRATION REQUESTS FOR NEW ROCK ISLAND HISTORY BOOK 

From:    H. Roger Grant <ggrant@clemson.edu> 
Date:    Thu, September 27, 2018 6:36 am 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 

Good morning, Tom, 

As I mentioned, I have explained what illustrations that I would like to use in my Rock 
Island history.  I have attached that page.  If you have questions, please let me know. 

Again, thanks so much for your help. 

Best,  Roger 
H. Roger Grant 
Kathryn and Calhoun Lemon Professor of History 
226 Hardin Hall 
Clemson University 
Clemson, SC 29634-0527 

mailto:eric@oklahomarailwaymuseum.org
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TENNESSEE 

RI PULLMAN COACH "COLORADO SPRINGS" 
From:    "Tom Brugman, Rock Island Reporter via Groups.Io" 
<tbrug=aol.com@groups.io> 
Date:    Tue, June 5, 2018 9:45 pm 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

1958 diagram book shows Colorado Springs as #334. That’s the 324-338 series coach 
with doors at both ends. If needed it could be used as a Jim Crow car using portable 
screens.  

Tom Brugman 

On Jun 5, 2018, at 9:17 PM, BRIAN PAUL EHNI wrote: 
  
I have a photo of this car, found on Ebay. I cannot find a number for it. Can anyone help 
me out? 
   
Thanks! 
Brian Ehni 

DIVIDED COACHES RI 323-338 
From:    Bill Pollard 
Date:    Tue, April 10, 2018 12:33 am 
To:      editor@rockislandreporter.com 

Thanks for the great job that you are doing with RIR, each issue has interesting articles. 
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On p60 of issue 19, reference is made to the series of divided coaches (vestibules on 
each end) being 324-338. 

The actual series of these divided coaches was 323-338, with 323-Hot Springs being 
destroyed in a wreck in Oklahoma when it was less than a year old.  In 1953, RI built a 
second #323-Chisolm Trail, from former articulated coach #303. 

Bill Pollard 

 

TEXAS 

A-OK RY 
From: Tom Sandlin" 
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>  
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 11:18 AM 
Subject: A-OK Ry. 
    
Wilburton, OK 6 / 11 / 18.  Think Brugman might want these for Newsletter in October.  If 
so let me know or just send ‘em to him.  TES 
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Two Photos by Tom Sandlin. 

.

VIRGINIA 

Not much going on here these days. 
 
  
WASHINGTON DC 

 

WEST VIRGINIA 
 

WISCONSIN 
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8. OBITUARIES 
 

LEROY WILLIAMS, ROAD FOREMAN OF ENGINES, 
TRAIN MASTER, MASTER MECHANIC AND 
SUPERINTENDENT FOR THE ROCK ISLAND, 
SOUTHERN PACIFIC AND COTTON BELT    

 

JIMMY YALE BOUNDS, SR, TELEGRAPHER, 
APPOINTIVE AGENT, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, 
DIVISION SAFETY OFFICER, TRAIN MASTER AND 
MANAGER OF TRAIN OPERATIONS FOR ROCK ISLAND 
AND UNION PACIFIC 

Subject: Re: Obits  - Leroy Williams Jr. & Jimmy Y Bounds 

On Sep 28, 2018, at 11:20 PM, Tom Sandlin wrote: 
  
On 9/3/18 I learned of the passing of Leroy Williams, Jr. of El Reno, OK.  In pursuit of 
additional information on Leroy, I spoke with Shirley Bounds, the widow of Leroy’s friend 
Jimmy Bounds (JYB), also of El Reno.  From Shirley I learned that unbeknownst to me, 
Jimmy based away 5/25/17.  I have fond memories of these two men, whom I met 
around 2004 - 2005, when I showed up In El Reno doing a history project with old Rock 
Island hands.  These guys were most helpful to me with my project, plus both were 
highly motivated and accomplished story tellers.  Even 20 plus years after the Rock 
Island shut down, it didn’t take much to get either one to start talking about their time on 
the railroad. 
As I spoke with Shirley, she soon spoke of Jimmy and Leroy being friends, and how 
much they enjoyed being together and telling railroad stories.  She said that without 
doubt Jimmy and Leroy are now surely in heaven together.  Further, as soon as Leroy  
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had arrived there, without doubt he sat down with Jimmy and they started telling old 
Rock Island stories and having a great time.  I told Shirley that I can’t wait to 
join ‘em ! 
  
Leroy, originally from Heavener, OK, hired out on the Rock Island in the El Reno shops 
(electrician?).  He subsequently took promotions as road foreman of engines, train 
master, master mechanic and superintendent.  His service included the Rock Island, 
Southern Pacific and Cotton Belt. 
  
Jimmy, originally from Chico, TX, hired out on the Rock Island as a telegrapher, and 
subsequently took promotions as appointive agent, train master, legislative 
representative, division safety officer, and manager of train operations.  His service 
included the Rock Island and Union Pacific. 
  
(Thanks to Shirley Bounds and to former Rock Island train dispatcher Marc Galloway for 
their assistance.) 
  
T E Sandlin, Liberty Hill, TX 

From:    Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor 
Date:    Thu, September 27, 2018 9:22 am 
To:      Tom Sandlin 
Cc:      "Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com> 

Pls send it Tom.  The El Reno paper mentioned he worked for the railroads and Rock 
Island for 40 years but no further rail details.   I did send something to Tom on Leroy but 
anything you could add would be great……Dean 

On Sep 27, 2018, at 8:14 AM, Tom Sandlin  wrote: 
  
Dean - I just want to confirm that you sent the obit thing on Leroy to Brugman, 
I want to send a little personal thing to him to go along with yours. 
tes 
  

On Sep 6, 2018, at 11:17 AM, Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor wrote: 
  
Tom, the El Reno museum is sending me a write-up that the El Reno paper did and I 
want to take from that and send it to Tom Brugman at RIR (the next issue comes out 
next month).  Tom acknowledged that what I sent to you would be in the next issue, but 
I wanted to also include what Leroy did at the Rock Island so the RIR readers better  
know this fine man.  I also sent that what I sent you to Steve Esposito at Remember 
The Rock Magazine but not sure if they will report on it.  Steve knows Leroy and his 
background so we will see…….Thanks Tom. 
Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor           
P.S. Leroy’s death did not appear in the Oklahoman under El Reno for some reason? 
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On Sep 6, 2018, at 11:07 AM, Tom Sandlin wrote: 
  
Dean - by th’ way it is my intent to generate an obit for Leroy for the Newsletter, and a 
belated obit for Jimmy.  If you have better sources than I, would invite to generate the 
obits.  Tried to get  some obit info from the 2 El Reno mortuaries Saturday, nothing there 
on either one. Both websites are on th’ Net - Benson and Wilson.  In any event I think 
some of us would be pleased to furnish personal recollections to the Newsletter.   
tes 
  
On Sep 6, 2018, at 8:40 AM, Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor wrote: 
  
am resending this email as I was having computer problems yesterday. 

Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor 
  
  
From: Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor 
Subject: LEROY WILLIAMS 
Date: September 5, 2018 at 2:55:34 PM CDT 
  
I received a call this afternoon from Pat Reuter of the Canadian County Railroad 
Museum in El Reno that Leroy Williams has passed away. She said Leroy passed away 
August 31st following a short illness at home.  I made a personal visit to  see Leroy at 
his home August 1st.  He was of sound mind and we spent an afternoon reminiscing 
about the good ole Rock Island Lines.  Perhaps some of you already know of his 
passing but thought I would pass this along.  I will miss Leroy as we emailed each other 
weekly and I always looked forward to any remarks that he might have on Rock Island 
pictures that I would send him.  In fact, I sent this one this morning for his viewing 
pleasure but as far as I know there is no email service in heaven (see photo below).  
Note: Leroy worked for railroads for 40 years.  25 of them were for the Rock Island 
where he rose to RI Systems Operations, Mechanical Officer, 1953-1978.   

God Bless you Leroy and enjoy your trip on the Heavenly Rocket. 
  
Dean Schirf - RIR Oklahoma Associate Editor,  
Harrah, Ok. 

Go to: Leroy Williams Jr Obituary from the El Reno Tribune, September 5, 2018 
http://www.elrenotribune.com/obituaries/article_a30a8870-b127-11e8-94c0-
b372a4769a6a.html 

Leroy Williams, Jr., 92 years young, peacefully went to meet his Savior on Friday, 
Aug. 31, 2018, at his home in El Reno after a short illness. 
Leroy was born June 17, 1926, in Heavener to the late Leroy (Roy) Williams and Opal 
and Joseph (Daddy Joe) Montgomery. Leroy attended school in Heavener and enlisted 
in the US Navy while in high school. He served his country for four years in World War 
II. 

http://www.elrenotribune.com/obituaries/article_a30a8870-b127-11e8-94c0-b372a4769a6a.html
http://www.elrenotribune.com/obituaries/article_a30a8870-b127-11e8-94c0-b372a4769a6a.html
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After two years in the Navy, he married his childhood sweetheart, Johnnie Louise 
Turner. Johnnie was also born and raised in Heavener. Leroy loved to tell the story of 
how he gave her a jump rope in the second grade to let her know that she was “The 
One!” 

They were married on March 4, 1945, in Waldron, Ark. Their union was blessed with two 
daughters, Cheryl Lee and Joyce Marie. They celebrated 73 years of marriage in March 
of this year. 
Leroy worked for the railroad for 40-plus years. They lived in several states throughout 
his career and eventually moved back to El Reno. He worked for the Rock Island, 
Southern Pacific and the Cotton Belt over the years. He really loved his railroad friends 
and enjoyed sharing stories about his experiences with them. 
After retiring he worked part time for Amtrak and did maintenance work at the Juvenile 
Center in Union City. 
He took time to listen to whomever was in need, and he did his best to try to give wise 
counsel to anyone who asked for his opinion. He had a true servant’s heart! He spent 
many years delivering Mobile Meals. He also volunteered for the American Cancer 
Society driving numerous patients to their doctor appointments and treatments. He was 
a member of the Neighborhood Watch Program and the American Legion. Leroy and 
Johnnie also attended Ellison Avenue Methodist Church. 
Leroy was quite an extraordinary storyteller. His mind was extremely sharp and he had 
a very quick wit! He always enjoyed a good laugh. 
He had a very giving heart and loved unconditionally. His greatest joy was his family 
and particularly his grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Leroy enjoyed every detail of 
their activities and was always very supportive and patient with all children, regardless 
of whether or not they were related to him. 
Leroy loved the Lord. It was of utmost importance for him to take care of his family, 
particularly his beloved wife, Johnnie. He had always hoped that his health would allow 
him to care for her until her death, since her health issues had started several years 
ago. He was an amazing man of many talents, a wonderful neighbor and friend to all 
who knew and loved him. 

Leroy is survived by his wife, Johnnie of the home; sister, Annadelle Russell of 
Oklahoma City; grandsons, Darren Hunt and wife, Anne of El Reno, Scott Hunt and 
wife, Rindie of El Reno, Kyle Hunt of Glenpool and David Thompson of Oklahoma City; 
seven great-grandchildren and six bonus great-grandchildren; sons-in-law, Jim Miller 
and Arlen Hunt; sister-in-law, Helen Caughern; and numerous nieces and nephews and 
many dear friends. 
He will be sorely missed by all who knew and loved him! 
Leroy was preceded in death by his parents; daughters, Cheryl Lee Miller and Joyce 
Marie Hunt; and three grandchildren. 
A memorial service for Leroy Williams, Jr. will be held on Thursday, Sept. 6, 2018, at 2 
p.m. at Faith Family Church in El Reno. 

Go to Jimmy Y. Bounds Sr Obituary, The Oklahoman May 28, 2017 
https://legacy.newsok.com/obituaries/oklahoman/obituary.aspx?n=jimmy-
bounds&pid=185639177&fhid=22569 

https://legacy.newsok.com/obituaries/oklahoman/obituary.aspx?n=jimmy-bounds&pid=185639177&fhid=22569
https://legacy.newsok.com/obituaries/oklahoman/obituary.aspx?n=jimmy-bounds&pid=185639177&fhid=22569
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Sept. 23, 1935 - May 25, 2017, EL RENO Jimmy Yale Bounds, Sr., peacefully in his 
home in El Reno, OK, surrounded by his wife, Shirley, and his family on May 25, 2017, 
at the age of 81. Jimmy was born in a log cabin in Chico, TX Sept. 23, 1935, and 
married the love of his life Oct. 5, 1953. He began working for the Rock Island Railroad 
in 1953 and retired from the Union Pacific Railroad in 1992. During his career, he 
served as a telegrapher, appointive agent, legislative representative, division safety 
officer, train master and manager of train operations. A hard worker and engaged 
citizen, Jimmy was the first president of the Chamber of Commerce in Chico, TX, where 
he also served as a volunteer fire fighter and member of the Lions Club. He spent time 
as an El Reno City Councilman, a volunteer for the Chamber of Commerce and the 
American Cancer Society, served on boards with the Rock Island Credit Union and 
Redlands Community College Foundation. He was instrumental in creating an El Reno 
chapter of the Don Watrus Telegraph Club as well as Hero's Plaza in Downtown El 
Reno. Jimmy is described by his friends and family as the kindest, most loving, and 
generous man who never met a stranger. In all of his activities and achievements, family 
was the most important to Jimmy, and he would tell anyone who would listen that he 
had the best family in the world. Jimmy was preceded in death by parents, Joe and 
Hertha Bounds; and brother, Larry. Jimmy is survived by his beloved wife of 63 years, 
Shirley; his son, Jim Bounds & wife Liz, of San Antonio, TX; and son, Michael Bounds & 
wife Debbie, of Yukon, OK. Jimmy is also survived by his three grandchildren, Cliff 
Bounds & wife Bethany, Emilee Bounds & wife Haleigh, and Bailey Bounds. Jimmy was 
also the proud great-grandfather of Dresden and Anaiah Bounds. Memorial Services for 
Jimmy will be held Tuesday, May 30, 2017, at 11 a.m. at the First Baptist Church, 541 
Mercy Dr., El Reno, OK 73036. Interment to follow in El Reno Cemetery. Please 
consider a donation to The Muscular Dystrophy Association 
 
in honor of Jimmy to further research and support for individuals with Charcot-Marie 
Tooth at www.mda.org/donate Huber-Benson Funeral Home El Reno, OK 

Published in The Oklahoman on May 28, 2017 

  

http://www.%3Ca%20%20target='_blank'%20href='http://www2.mda.org/site/Donation2?df_id=7690&7690.donation=form1&mfc_pref=T'%3Emda.org/donate%3C/a%3E
http://www2.mda.org/site/Donation2?df_id=7690&7690.donation=form1&mfc_pref=T
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9. WANTED 

WANTED: ILLUSTRATION REQUESTS FOR NEW ROCK ISLAND 
HISTORY BOOK 
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WANTED: PICTURES OF YUKON MILLING GRAIN ELEVATOR IN 
YUKON, OK 

Date:    Sat, May 26, 2018 5:01 pm 
To:      tbrug@aol.com 

Name: Bruce Alcock 
Email: nytrr@hotmail.com 

Subject: Rock Island in Yukon, Oklahoma 
Message: I'm looking for pictures of the Rock Island served Yukon Milling grain elevator 
in Yukon, Oklahoma.  That elevator is still around and sports the Yukon's Best signage.  
It has become a landmark, but alas, the only picture are recent and I'm looking to see a 
picture from around 1960, so I can verify if the elevator was served with only 1 track.  
Any help that can be provided would be greatly appreciated. 
 -bruce 
PS:  I've already contacted the Yukon Historical Society and they didn't have what I 
needed. 

WANTED:  EL RENO SHOPS/YARD PICS 

From:    "Max Patkowski via Groups.Io" <rockislandok1111=yahoo.com@groups.io> 
Date:    Mon, April 16, 2018 11:18 pm 
To:      RockIslandLines@groups.io 

Hello everyone- 

I have finally decided to make an attempt at modeling El Reno as it appeared at 
shutdown in 1980.   I am seeking aerial photos or clear shots of the yard and shop 
complex from the US-81 overpass, or any other elevated vantage point.  Color or B&W, 
does not matter.  Mostly interested in digital copies or scans. 

Specifically looking for photos that show all the shop and yard structures, and specific 
track arrangements/turnout placements. 

I have culled the internet for all photos of the El Reno yard that I could find.  The ones I 
have found are all right, but only show small portions of the larger picture, and I'm 
having difficulty visualizing precisely how they all fit together.   I have attempted to 
recreate the shop side from google earth, but the imagery is decades after shutdown 
and tracks are difficult to discern.  I have the USGS topo map for El Reno, and I have 
acquired every book or periodical that I am aware of that shows pictures of the area 
(Down South on the Rock Island, Rock Island in Oklahoma, the Remember the Rock 
issues covering El Reno, among others). 
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If anyone can assist with photos, or point me in the direction where I might find what I'm 
seeking, please email me.  

Thank you in advance for any assistance. 

Max 
 

WANTED: MAPS OR TRACK PLAN FOR BURR OAK YARD AND 
ROUNDHOUSE 

From:    "Robert Hall" <robjhall47@gmail.com> 
Date:    Tue, April 10, 2018 1:28 pm 
To:      "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> 

Tom I'm looking for maps of the track plan of Burr Oak Yard and prints of the structures, 
especially the old Roundhouse. There are a few other things but I have to wait till I get 
home so I can look them up.  I originally saw these on that Rock Island Company Store 
sheet that I printed from the RITS website which is no longer available. 

Any help you could provide would be really helpful. 

Rob 

 

If you can't send us a contribution for 
expenses right now — it's OK.   

We'll keep sending you the notices that an  
issue is available, and you can download them  

off the website whenever you care to. 

Isn't that right, Ollie? 
It certainly is. 
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128 Whittier Circle, Falls Church, Virginia 22046            
Thomas Brugman, publisher and editor  
Email: editor@rockislandnewsletter.com 

David J. Engle  Chief Contributor and General Agent 
11519 N. Wayne  
Kansas City, Missouri 64155 USA 
Email: RI rocket@att.net 

Coverage 
This e-newsletter covers the history of the Rock Island Railroad in documents and miniature. It is devoted 
to its readers — anyone and everyone who has interest in the Rock Island. 
This e-newsletter, resides on its website: http://rockislandreporter.com  

Notices of publication are sent by email at least quarterly, and are free of charge to all subscribers. Please 
contact me by e-mail to request your name be added to, or removed from the emailed distribution 
notification list. 
  
Advertising 
If you have a new Rock Island product or related event, we will be happy to help promote it. 
  
Copyright notice 
This newsletter is available free of charge, but the editor and publisher reserves the right to control of any 
original material contained.  However, anyone may quote bits of articles, with attribution, under the fair 
use doctrine.  

Comment 
We hope you found this newsletter interesting and worthy of further issues. E-mail comments suggesting 
improvements would be appreciated. Pats-on-the-back are also appreciated. 

Contributions and Cost 
There is a cost to maintaining this e-newsletter as a free publication which is assumed by the publisher.  
Estimated costs for programs to produce it, as well as the cost to maintain the website it resides on, not 
counting man-hours which are donated gratis by the publisher, are $400.00 per year. We have several 
reader/contributors who have voluntarily pitched in to minimize this cost, to whom we are very grateful. 
Since we are not a non-profit organization, contributions are not tax deductible.  Contributions by personal 
check made out to Rock Island Reporter are accepted at the publisher's address 128 Whittier Circle, 
Falls Church, VA. 22046 Contributors wishing to submit via PayPal may contact the Editor at: 
editor@rockislandreporter.com 

Cancellation 
Please email us if you do not wish to receive notices of this publication, and we will immediately remove 
you from our email distribution list. This is a simple newsletter and we are only concerned with the Rock 
Island RR. We do not participate in any spam activities and will not share your e-mail address with 
outside parties. While our mailing list is not shared with other parties, it is maintained on MailChimp Email 
Services on their website.  We are not responsible for any non-Rock Island Reporter uses of our mailing 
list by MailChimp, should they make a policy decision to do so. 

Copyright © 2018 Rock Island Reporter, all rights reserved 
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Closing wisdom:"Technically speaking, MOSES is 
still the first person in the world to download a 

tablet from  a cloud."  
Dave Engle 


